AGENDA
Wednesday, December 14, 2016
Colorado Aeronautics Division
Joseph H. Thibodeau Room
5126 Front Range Parkway - Watkins, CO 80137

1:00 P.M.
PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE
1. CALL TO ORDER
2. APPROVAL OF MEETING MINUTES
2.1. October 19, 2016 – General Meeting

Action Needed

3. AMENDMENTS TO THE AGENDA
4. BOARD MEMBER REPORTS
5. PUBLIC COMMENTS
6. DIRECTOR’S REPORT – Dave Ulane
7. PARAGON AUDIT PROGRESS REPORT – Dave Ulane
8. FINANCIAL/GRANT UPDATE
8.1.
Aviation Fund Update – Dave Ulane & Bryce Shuck
8.2.
Financial Update Dashboard –Bryce Shuck
8.3.
Excise Tax Refund Process Improvement – Bryce Shuck
8.4.
Grant Administrative Amendments – Kaitlyn Westendorf
8.5.
DAF MOU Review – Dave Ulane

Action Needed

9. PROGRAM MANAGER JOB DESCRIPTION REVIEW – Dave Ulane
10. 2017 CAB MASTER CALENDAR – Kaitlyn Westendorf

Action Needed

11. REMOTE TOWER PROJECT UPDATE – Bill Payne
12. EAS Small Community Air Service Discussion
13. LEGISLATIVE ISSUES
14. CALENDAR –
 Monday, January 23, 2017 – 10:00am – CAB General Meeting – Brown Palace - Denver, CO
 Wednesday, March 8, 2017 – 1pm – CAB General Meeting & 2017 Grant Hearing- Division Offices – Watkins, CO
15. OTHER MATTERS BY PUBLIC & MEMBERS
16. ADJOURNMENT
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MINUTES
Board Meeting
Wednesday, October 19, 2016 | 12:30 pm
Division of Aeronautics
5126 Front Range Parkway | Watkins, CO 80137
Joseph H. Thibodeau Room
MEMBERS PRESENT:
Ray Beck
Ann Beardall
Jeff Forrest
John Reams
Joe Rice

Chairman
Vice-Chair
Secretary

MEMBERS ABSENT & EXCUSED:
Robert Olislagers
William "T" Thompson
OTHERS PRESENT:
David Ulane
Christine Eldridge
Todd Green
Bryce Shuck
Shahn Sederberg
Scott Storie
Kaitlyn Westendorf
Dennis Corsi
Ray Hawkins
Kyle Konishi
Jason Licon
Leo Milan
Marc Miller
Bill Totten
Eric Trinklein
Kip Turner
Steve Wolf

CDOT - Division of Aeronautics Director
CDOT - Division of Aeronautics
CDOT - Division of Aeronautics
CDOT - Division of Aeronautics
CDOT - Division of Aeronautics
CDOT - Division of Aeronautics
CDOT - Division of Aeronautics
Armstrong Consultants
Seaplane Pilots Association
Metropolitan State University & AAAE
Fort Collins-Loveland Airport
Office of the State Attorney General
FAA - Denver Airports District Office
Colorado Pilots Association
Armstrong Consultants
Grand Junction Regional Airport
FNL Pilots Association

This meeting was live-streamed over the internet.
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Pledge of Allegiance
1. CALL TO ORDER
Meeting commenced at 12:30 pm.
2. APPROVAL OF MEETING MINUTES
Jeff Forrest made the MOTION to approve the minutes from August 10, 2016 and Ann Beardall
seconded.
The MOTION carried unanimously.
3. AMENDMENTS TO THE AGENDA
There were no amendments to the agenda. Ann Beardall made the MOTION to approve
the agenda as presented and Jeff Forrest seconded.
The MOTION carried unanimously.
4. BOARD MEMBER REPORTS
Jeff Forrest spoke about his attendance at the Technology Summit meeting in Rifle last week
and his visit to Colorado Northwestern Community College in Craig. Jeff briefly mentioned a
NASA news release pertaining to space commercialization. Ann Beardall announced that last
Saturday, the Antique Airplane Association was inducted into the Colorado Aviation Hall of Fame.
Ann said that the annual membership meeting for the Colorado Pilot's Association will take place
on November 5th at Rocky Mountain Metropolitan Airport and they expect to re-elect the current
officers at this meeting. John Reams spoke about the Experimental Aircraft Association's Young
Eagles Program and their recent event at Hopkins Field in Nucla. Joe Rice briefed the Board on
the recent Colorado Space Business Roundtable road trip, which made stops in Grand Junction,
Nucla, Montrose and Durango. Ray Beck participated in Career Day at Moffatt County High School
and spoke about the numerous aviation career opportunities. Ray spoke briefly about Club 20 and
their recent annual board meeting. Ray concluded by thanking the staff for all the hard work they
did to put together the Capital Improvement Program (CIP) Workshop yesterday. Leo Milan took a
moment to commend the staff and the Board on the positive changes he has seen in the last year.
5. PUBLIC COMMENTS
There were no public comments.
6. DIRECTOR'S REPORT
David Ulane referred to an outline he gave to the CAB of recent activities he has participated in.
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Over the past several months, David has worked closely with CDOT Office of Policy and
Government Affairs to develop their first internal procedural directive on how CDOT's other
divisions will procure, operate and manage Unmanned Aerial Systems (UAS). He spoke about
how CDOT has used this type of technology in the past and what it will look like going forward.
It has been determined that the Division of Aeronautics (Division) will be the central information
clearing house for CDOT's UAS program and that we will ensure that CDOT complies with the
Certificate of Authorization (COA) that we have obtained through the William E. Payne contract.
David spoke briefly about the National Association of State Aviation Officials (NASAO) annual
conference that he and Todd Green attended last month in San Antonio. Todd gave a
presentation on the Sustainability Program in our Web-based Information Management System
(WIMS). At that conference, David announced that the CAB has approved the sharing of WIMS
with other state agencies and that was very well received. David and Todd will begin working on
a webinar for those interested in this program. David said that we are going to explore the
possibility of expanding the Surplus Equipment Program next year to include adding equipment
from other airports. David said that the relocation of the Wolf Creek Automated Weather
Observing System (AWOS) from the ski resort to Lobo Peak has been completed. The installation
of our newest AWOS unit at Dakota Hill is in progress and we hope to have that done before the
end of the year. David said that he and Shahn Sederberg recently participated in the aerospace
new student orientation at Metropolitan State University. Shahn created a video from that day
and it was unveiled at this time. Jeff Forrest thanked the Division for their support and informed
the Board that this video has already been viewed at the Governor's office. David recognized the
staff and the FAA for putting on a fantastic CIP Workshop yesterday and advised the CAB that we
are already planning for next year. He concluded by speaking about the Airport's Going Green
Conference and the honorable mention award we are receiving for our General Aviation Airport
Sustainability Program. This will take place in Amsterdam at the end of the month and
coincidently, Robert Olislagers is attending on behalf of Centennial Airport and will be there to
accept this award on our behalf.
7. PARAGON AUDIT PROGRESS REPORT
David Ulane said that since this topic will be covered in greater detail later today during our CAB
Workshop, he'd keep this discussion very brief. He told the Board that we have fulfilled 21 of the
23 findings identified at the beginning of 2015. We expect to have the final two findings settled
by the end of the year.
8. FINANCIAL UPDATE
8.1 Aviation Fund Update
Bryce Shuck said that there will be a more in-depth financial discussion later today during the
CAB Workshop. He informed the Board of an adjustment from the Department of Revenue
(DOR) that came in just under $1.4M, of which 1/3 of that would be our loss. Bryce and Dave
have communicated with Denver International Airport (DEN) and DOR the need to work together,
in order to be able to better predict and anticipate these types of financial situations.
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8.2 Financial Update Dashboard
Bryce said for FY17, we have adjusted our forecasted revenue up to just over $18.5M, which is a
$1.6M increase from our original budget amount. Our expenses are expected to be higher than
originally budgeted, due to overall grant drawdowns in FY16 being less than we had projected,
meaning that more grant payments have been pushed to future years. Overall, we are forecasting
a small surplus for the year of $152,347 which is in contrast to an initial budgeted deficit of
$789,797. We feel that we have already seen the lowest point for the fund and that we will
continue an overall upward trajectory from the start of this fiscal year. Bryce said that over the
last year, DEN has steadily increased its fuel sales by 23 percent. This increase of sales somewhat
off-sets the lower oil prices we are currently seeing. David took a moment to recognize the
excellent work that Bryce has done to build relationships with DOR and DEN in an effort to better
predict the funding we receive that affects our program.
9. AKRON 2016 SCOPE AMENDMENT REQUEST
Todd Green said that earlier this year, Akron was awarded a State grant in the amount of $16,666
to match the airport's $300,000 of FAA Non-Primary entitlements to update their Master Plan. In
recent months, the airports Precision Approach Path Indicators (PAPIs) have become unreliable,
operating intermittently. The PAPIs have reached the end of their expected life span and need to
be replaced, rather than continually maintained. The Town of Akron is requesting to expand the
scope of their currently approved 2016 State grant to include this new work without any
additional funding. They have been in contact with the FAA to ensure that the scope for the
Master Plan could be reduced to meet the needs of the PAPI replacement. The Federal, State and
local amounts of the grant will remain the same. John Reams made the MOTION to approve this
request and Ann Beardall seconded.
The MOTION carried unanimously.
10. REMOTE TOWER PROJECT UPDATE
David Ulane said that Bill Payne is currently in Washington D.C. working with the FAA to facilitate
the Request for Information (RFI) that will be released to all vendors interested in this important
project. The goal is to release this RFI in the next couple weeks and to select a vendor by the
end of the year. Ideally, we'd like the equipment installed and have testing begin at Northern
Colorado Regional Airport this spring.
11. LEGISLATIVE ISSUES
There were no legislative issues to discuss.
12. CALENDAR
The next scheduled CAB meeting is Wednesday, November 9th, at the Division Offices in Watkins.
David said at this time, there doesn't appear to be enough agenda items to hold a November
meeting. Beyond that, the next scheduled meeting is Wednesday, December 14th at the Division
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Offices in Watkins. Jeff Forrest made the MOTION to cancel the November 9th CAB meeting and
John Reams seconded.
The MOTION carried unanimously.
13. OTHER MATTERS BY PUBLIC & MEMBERS
Ray Hawkins said that there are two lakes in Colorado that allow seaplane access, Lake Meredith
and Kenney Reservoir. Ray spoke about recent seaplane activity at both sites. He also talked
briefly about the upcoming Legislative Session and what bills the Seaplane Pilots Association hopes
to get sponsored. Jason Licon said that his airport is very supportive of the Surplus Program and
talked about the equipment his airport acquired from the sale in July. Jason also complimented
the Division and FAA on the CIP Workshop that he attended yesterday. He concluded by speaking
about the upcoming Colorado Airport Operator's Association Winter Conference and Legislative
Reception, which will take place January 23rd and 24th at the Brown Palace. Dennis Corsi spoke
about recent aviation events that took place in western Colorado.
14. EXECUTIVE SESSION
Ray Beck said he would entertain a MOTION to enter into Executive Session, pursuant to C.R.S.
24-72-204 (3) (a) and Colorado Department of Transportation Procedural Directive 4.1(6) (c), to
discuss Personnel Matters in relation to the Division Director's annual performance review.
Ann Beardall made the MOTION to enter into Executive Session and John Reams seconded.
The MOTION carried unanimously.
The Board entered into Executive Session at 1:36 pm and the public and staff were dismissed.
John Reams made the MOTION to exit the Executive Session and John Reams seconded.
The MOTION carried unanimously.
15. ADJOURNMENT
John Reams made the MOTION to adjourn and Ann Beardall seconded.
The MOTION carried unanimously.
The meeting adjourned at 2:23 pm.
16. CAB/STAFF WORKSHOP
The workshop commenced immediately following the CAB Meeting.
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5126 Front Range Parkway
Watkins, CO 80137

Division Director's Report
December 14, 2016
________________________________________________________________________________

Recent Activities/Items


Strategic Plan- As we discussed at our annual workshop in October, we are moving forward
with the necessary CDOT procurement steps to retain a strategic planning firm to help us
develop our strategic plan. This initiative, which will include all of our key stakeholders,
will help us define our mission, vision and values, while providing us with strategic direction
and clear objectives beyond fuel reimbursements and our grant program required of us by
statute. The RFP is likely to be out in the next few weeks, and I would like a CAB member
to serve on the selection committee, along with Scott Storie and I, and a representative
from CAOA and CPA. Please note this group will just be reviewing and ranking the proposals
and making a recommendation on the best firm. Once that process is complete, we will
stand up a larger and broader strategic planning committee to actually work through the
planning process, which we expect to being after CAOA in late January.



Governor’s Office Division Financial Update- On December 5th, Bryce Shuck and I met with Nate
Pearson in the Governor’s Office of State Planning and Budget to update him (as we did at this time
last year) on the Division’s current financial position, and progress since last year. We briefed him
on our current forecast recovery date and current financial position. We also reviewed the positive
steps we’ve made and continue to make to prevent our current financial circumstances from
occurring again, including a summary of the Paragon audit status. Our briefing included an update
on our improved financial forecasting model, tools and information, as well as a summary of our
stakeholder outreach and communication efforts, and our ongoing development of a post-recovery
contingency fund. We also shared with him details on this year’s grant maximum reduction to
$150K per airport, down from $250K, and shared with him our anticipated 2017 grantee list. Nate
was pleased with our efforts, and appreciated our personal meeting with him at the capitol.



CABA Aviation License Plate Initiative- As I’ve been sharing over the past couple of weeks,
the Colorado Aviation Business Association (CABA) has officially attained the 3,000 valid
signatures needed to initiate a new “Support Aviation” license plate. CABA’s next step will
to secure a sponsor(s) for the introduction of a bill in the 2017 legislature to create the new
plate. If that occurs, it might be valuable for the CAB to weigh in with support of the new
plate.



WIMS Sharing- We are continuing to work with the Governor’s Office of Information
Technology (OIT) to package our WIMS application for sharing with other states, as approved
by the CAB and OIT. The current platform underpinning WIMS is no longer available for new
users, so we’re in the process of updating our platform first, after which we’ll be able to
package it for sharing. This update primarily benefits us by bringing our platform up the
current version, but it will also make it easier and less costly for other agencies with whom
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we share WIMS. South Carolina is so far the only state that has officially requested us to
share WIMS, and we’ll be working with them over the next few weeks.


Colorado Agricultural Aviation Association (CAAA) Presentation- On November 16th, I
gave a brief Division overview presentation at the CAAA’s annual convention in Loveland. It
was a great opportunity to brief the state’s aerial applicators about our work statewide.
Kaitlyn, Todd and Scott joined me and after lunch, discussed airport topics in their
respective regions with many of the attendees.



2017 Airport Directory- Over the past few weeks, Shahn has been working to update our
airport directory, with the assistance of our planning staff and of course our airports.
Historically, we’ve updated the directory (and aeronautical chart) every two years on an
alternating basis. At Shahn’s suggestion, we will be transitioning to an annual update
schedule for the directory. While this will mean additional staff effort each year to update
the information, we’ll only print half the number we have historically over two years, which
will make this a valuable no-cost upgrade that will be much appreciated by our pilot
community. At the CAB meeting, we’ll unveil the cover of this year’s directory, which
would not have been possible without the fantastic support of the State Patrol- you’ll love
it!



CABA Annual Meeting- On December 8th (the day this packet was finalized), I will be
attending CABA’s annual meeting at which CABA is honoring recently retired Jeppesen CEO
Mark Van Tine. Mark has been a tremendous supporter of general aviation in Colorado and
across the country, and CABA secured a Governor’s recognition of his service that will be
presented at the meeting. I will also have the honor of making a few remarks about Mark’s
service along with CAB members Robert Olislagers and Jeff Forrest.



Lockheed Martin GOES-R Satellite Launch- November 19th- As you may have read, the
latest GOES-R weather satellite built here in Colorado by Lockheed Martin was launched
successfully on November 19th. Unfortunately, Joe Rice will not be able to attend this CAB
meeting, so Ray and Joe asked that we share this link with all of you about this exciting new
satellite, its launch and the weather forecasting benefits it will provide.
http://www.goes-r.gov/mission/mission.html



Chair Beck’s Reappointment to the CAB- On December 5th, Governor Hickenlooper
officially reappointed Ray Beck to a second third year term, pending Senate Transportation
Committee confirmation in early 2017. Ray is the only member whose term expired this
year. An updated CAB roster will be provided at the meeting.

Upcoming Activities/Items
Nothing notable or significant is upcoming in the next month. No travel or events are
currently planned.
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5126 Front Range Parkway
Watkins, CO 80137

TO:
FROM:
DATE:
SUBJECT:

Colorado Aeronautical Board
David Ulane, Director
December 14, 2016
Paragon External Audit Update

___________________________________________________________________________________________

At the CAB meeting/workshop this past October, we updated you on the status of our
Paragon External Performance Audit, noting that at that time we had closed out 21 of
the 23 audit recommendations. Our final two remaining recommendations (number 10
addressing WIMS/SAP approvals and number 11, addressing grant drawdown
forecasting) have now been addressed, and the related documentation has been
submitted to CDOT’s Audit Division for their review and concurrence. I expect that
concurrence to be received prior to this CAB meeting, which will proudly allow us to
finalize and close out the Paragon audit. When that is complete, we will post the final
detailed audit report with our action plans and implementation dates on the
Aeronautics website; this will be the same formatted report we reviewed in detail at
the October workshop.
While this is a significant milestone, Division staff considers the lessons we learned
during this audit every day, and will do so going forward. We’re continuing to look for
opportunities to improve our processes, procedures and documentation. I’ve
challenged staff to think about everything we do, how it might be perceived or
evaluated in a future performance review, and consider steps we can take now that
might mitigate any future issues. They have wholeheartedly embraced this concept,
and I strongly believe this approach will serve us well.
I have greatly appreciated the diligence of our Division staff in addressing the audit,
and the collaboration and cooperation we received from the CAB, Division of
Administration and Finance and Division of Audit.
As always, please let me know if you have any questions.
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Paragon Performance Audit: Recommendation Implemention Plan
ID

Task Name

Duration

Start

Actual Finish

Finish

% Complete

% Change 1st Quarter
J
S

N

3rd Quarter
J
M

M

1st Quarter
J
S

N

3rd Quarter
J
M

0

ParagonActionPlan OCT

1

No Formal Ethics Training

103.88 days

Wed 9/9/15

12/9/15

Sun 1/31/16

100%

2

38.75 days

Wed 9/9/15

10/15/15

Sat 10/31/15

100%

Mike,Dave

3

No standardized Colorado Aeronautical Board (CAB)
package with accurate key understandable metrics
No set calendar for CAB meetings

38.75 days

Wed 9/9/15

10/15/15

Sat 10/31/15

100%

Kaitlyn,Dave

4

Some reporting lines were structured improperly

81.75 days

Wed 9/9/15

12/9/15

Thu 12/31/15

100%

5
6

No competitive ranking between eligible grant requests
103.75 days
No Contingency Plan for the Federal Aviation Administration 15.75 days
(FAA) Project Contractor and Expert
Aeronautics does not have a contingency reserve cost
81.88 days
center within the Aeronautics fund, complete feasibility
Funding is focused on airports and their specific needs and 38.88 days
doesn’t include State‐wide initiatives for tier 2 funding
No Web‐Based Information Management System (WIMS) 211.75 days
Training Manual
Airports are not required to provide project schedules and 343.75 days
timing of related grant disbursement requests
Planners have the ability to approve disbursements in
343.88 days
WIMS without management approval
No training manuals for the employee roles at Aeronautics 211.88 days

Wed 9/9/15

1/28/2016

Sun 1/31/16

100%

Wed 9/9/15

11/04/15

Wed 9/30/15

100%

Wed 9/9/15

12/9/15

Thu 12/31/15

100%

Wed 9/9/15

10/19/15

Sat 10/31/15

100%

Wed 9/9/15

06/29/16

Thu 6/30/16

100%

Wed 9/9/15

12/5/16

Sat 12/31/16

100% +67%

Dave,Scott

Wed 9/9/15

12/5/16

Sat 12/31/16

100% +50%

Dave,Todd

Wed 9/9/15
Wed 9/9/15

06/29/16
09/25/15

Thu 6/30/16
Sat 10/31/15

100%
100%

Wed 9/9/15

1/31/16

Sun 1/31/16

100%

Wed 9/9/15

9/30/15

Wed 9/30/15

100%

7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

342.88 days Wed 9/9/15

Purchase Requisitions do not require Business Office
38.88 days
approval
No standard procedures to forecast and track actual cash
103.75 days
receipts and expenditures
A Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) has been drafted 15.75 days
to share the WIMS System Code with the State of Idaho
without CAB discussion and approval

Sat 12/31/16

The FAA reimbursable agreement for Wide Area
81.75 days
Multilateration (WAM) Blended Airspace reporting and
status has not been fully communicated to Aeronautics and
the CAB

Wed 9/9/15

10/15/15

Thu 12/31/15

100%

17

Inadequate and untimely information provided to
stakeholders regarding financial constraints
CAB meetings are only held at one location

26.88 days

Wed 9/9/15

10/14/15

Thu 10/15/15

100%

211.75 days
146.75 days

Wed 9/9/15
Wed 9/9/15

10/15/15
5/21/16

Thu 6/30/16
Thu 3/31/16

100%
100%

81.75 days

Wed 9/9/15

12/31/15

Thu 12/31/15

100%

211.88 days

Wed 9/9/15

06/29/16

Thu 6/30/16

100%

58.75 days

Wed 9/9/15

12/31/15

Mon 11/30/15

100%

38.75 days

Wed 9/9/15

11/1/15

Sat 10/31/15

100%

19
20
21
22
23

Management has not remediated all relevant findings from
the 2009 State audit
Aeronautics grant manager is an approver in WIMS and in
SAP
Spreadsheet controls have not been implemented or need
improvement
The financial model contains some items that need to be
corrected and/or explained
Exit checklists were not found for two employees that
recently left Aeronautics

ParagonActionPlan V‐DEC2016.mpp

1st Quart
J

100%

16

18

M

Scott,Dave,CDOT HR

Dave,CFO
Kaitlyn,Scott,TK,Todd
Dave
Dave
Dave,Kaitlyn,Scott,TK,Todd
Dave,TK

Christine,Dave,Kaitlyn,Mike,Scott,Shahn,TK,Todd
Dave,Mike
Dave,Kaitlyn,Mike,Scott,TK,Todd,Andrew‐DAF
Dave

Dave

Dave

Christine,Dave,Kaitlyn,Mike,Scott,Shahn,TK,Todd
Dave,Mike,TK
Dave,Mike,Scott
Andrew‐DAF,Dave,Mike,Scott
Dave,CDOT HR
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DIVISION FINANCIAL OUTLOOK
10

Millions $

Recovery Date Estimated
Range
July-Sep 2018

5

0
FY16 (A)

FY17 (F)

FY18 (F)

FY19 (F)

(5)

FY20 (F)

Treasury Agreement
Expires 4/1/20

(10)

(15)

Fund Closing Cash Balance

CDAG Grant Awards

Statewide Initiative Programs

Treasury Allowance Limit

Estimated Fund Recovery Date: JULY-SEPTEMBER 2018
* $150,000 cap for FY17-20 on CDAG awards
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5126 Front Range Parkway
Watkins, CO 80137

TO:
FROM:
DATE:
SUBJECT:

Colorado Aeronautical Board
BRYCE SHUCK – BUSINESS MANAGER
DECEMBER 14, 2016
DIVISION FINANCIAL SLIDES

___________________________________________________________________________________________

Here is a brief overview of the November month end numbers from the financial
dashboard slides, which will be discussed in further detail at the CAB Meeting.
Slide A
- Ending cash balance for the month was -$3,092,239.00. This is up $48,241.00
from October closing balance of -$3,140,481.00
Slide B
- Original Budgeted revenue was $17M, Our most recent forecast update was
$19.5M in October, 2016. We will be issuing a new official forecast at the
January, 2017 CAB meeting, in an effort to update our official forecasts on a
quarterly basis.
Slide C
- Sales tax revenues for the month were $1.76M, which was for October 2016
filings. Refunds totaled $1.05M which was for September 2016 filings.
Slide D
- Excise tax revenues for the month were $82K, which was for October 2016
filings. Refunds totaled $110K, which was for September 2016 filings.
Slide E
- Gallons of fuel used at Denver International Airport for the month was 34.8M
gallons. In comparison, October 2016 had 39.2M gallons. November 2015 has
30.1M gallons. So year over year, there was an increase of 4.7M gallons for a
15% increase.
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Slide F
- YTD Admin costs equal $400K. For our yearly projected totals, we are on track
to spend $974K on admin, in comparison to a 5% cap of $1.066M
Division Financial Outlook Slide
- To best represent the fluidity of our recovery date, we’re switching to an
expected date range of recovery, rather than a specific month. Based on
November numbers, we anticipate the recovery date being between JulySeptember 2018.
-

As always, there is inherent risk with producing a set date, but based on the
best data possible, and the forecasted revenues/expenses. This would be the
forecasted range in which the fund would cross over into a positive balance,
and would maintain that positive balance.
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CDOT: Division of Aeronautics
Colorado Aeronautical Board - Financial Dashboard
Reporting Month:
Data Current Through:
FY 2017 Revenue Forecast

$0

Millions

Thousands

Aviation Fund Cash Balance

Nov-16
30-Nov-16

($500)
($1,000)

$25

$20

($1,500)

$15
($2,000)
($2,500)

$10

($3,000)

$5

($3,500)
($4,000)

$($4,500)

Budgeted Amount

$2.50

$250
$200

$2.00

$150

$1.50

$100

$1.00

Forecast

FY 2017 Airport Excise Tax Refunds
Thousands

Sales Tax Millions

FY 2017 Airport Sales Tax Refunds
$3.00

Actuals + Forecast

$50

$0.50

$0

$0.00
Revenue
Revenue

*Month shown is month they were processed in. Typical 2 month lag between tax period

*Month shown is month they were processed in. Typical 2 month lag between tax period

Flowage at Denver International Airport

FY2017 Admin Budget

43
Thousands

Millions

Refund

Refund

41
39
37
35

$1,200
$1,000
$800
$600

33

$400

31
$200

29

$-

27

1-Jul 1-Aug 1-Sep 1-Oct 1-Nov 1-Dec 1-Jan 1-Feb 1-Mar 1-Apr 1-May 1-Jun

2015 Gallons

5% Statutory Cap

2016 Gallons
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5126 Front Range Parkway
Watkins, CO 80137

TO:
FROM:
DATE:
SUBJECT:

Colorado Aeronautical Board
BRYCE SHUCK – BUSINESS MANAGER
DECEMBER 14, 2016
EXCISE TAX REIMBURSEMENT PROCESS IMPROVEMENTS

___________________________________________________________________________________________

Background
Historically, the Division has reimbursed airports for Excise Taxes paid at the airport,
if/when those taxes have been claimed by the airport. These are paid out on a
monthly basis.
The current process consists of the airport filling out a claim form (attached), and
sending to the aeronautics email. Airports are supposed to attach backup, but
historically only a handful do. From this claim form, the business manager matches up
the claim with what is paid to the division by DOR, and reimburses the airport as
required. Currently (and this hasn’t been terribly consistent between business
managers) refunds are only processed for claims made, not any extra revenues
received that weren’t claimed.
However, many transactions at the airports do not get claimed, therefore the full
amounts of monies aren’t being directly reimbursed to the airport in question. These
transactions are typically small sales at the airport to individual GA users.
Proposal/Recommendation
To align the division more closely with statute 43-10-110-(2)(a)(c), which states that
“The board shall transfer from the fund, on a monthly basis, to the airport operating
fund of the governmental or airport entity operating the FAA-designated public use
airport an amount equal to four cents per gallon of gasoline…”; We are proposing that
the state move away from the claim based system, and simply reimburse the airports
based on revenues reported to and from the Division of Revenue, to the Aviation Fund.
After consulting with the Division of Revenue, they have no requirements as to how we
determine what is reimbursed back to the airport.
Improving this process will reduce the time and effort required by individual airports,
as well as by the Division in the Excise Tax process.
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The result of this process will result in more funds going back into the individual
airports. Over the past three years it would have equaled an additional $393,000 being
reimbursed to the airports due. More recently, in November it would have been an
additional $30,183.91 returned to the airports, as seen on the attached document.
The attorney general’s office is reviewing this proposal to ensure it’s acceptable from
a legal standpoint. As of December 9th, when this packet was distributed, we had not
yet received a response from the AG. Assuming their concurrent, we intend on rolling
this new process out to the airports at the CAOA conference in January 2017, with a
concurrent update to the Division’s Policy and Program manual.
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DIVISION OF AERONAUTICS
5126 Front Range Parkway ▪ Watkins, CO 80137 ▪ 303-512-5250, FAX: 303-261-9608

MONTHLY AVIATION FUEL PURCHASE REPORT
*Please return no later than the 25th day of the month after month reported, email to DOT_Aeronautics@state.co.us
REQUIRED: COMPLETE FUEL INVOICE AND BILL OF LADING WORKSHEET TABS

CONTACT INFORMATION
(Payee: Refund to be sent here)

Airport Name

Airport Sponsor

Address 1

Address 1

Address 2

Address 2

City, State, ZIP

City, State, ZIP
Month/Year Covered

AVIATION FUEL EXCISE TAX REFUND COMPUTATION

(enter mm/yyyy)

Airport Identifier (###)

AVGAS
AVIATION JET FUEL
Purchased for reporting
Purchased for
month
reporting month

TOTAL

Total gross gallons delivered during month for fueling at above airport on
which aviation fuel tax was collected **

-

-

-

MINUS: 2.49% reduction for CO Dept. of Revenue allowances given to
licensed fuel distributors for shrinkage and tax collection (NOTE: 1%
ALLOWANCE FOR SHRINKAGE SHOULD BE PASSED ALONG TO
RETAILER BY LICENSED FUEL DISTRIBUTOR.)

-

-

-

EQUALS: Net gallons on which $0.04 per gallon is due to airport.

-

-

-

X $0.04 per gal.

X $0.04 per gal.

MULTIPLY: Net gallons by $0.04 per gallon.
EQUALS: AMOUNT DUE to local government entity for the month
referenced above, validated against Dept of Revenue data, to be used for
airport operating or aviation development only.

$0.00

X $0.04 per gal.

$0.00

$0.00

I declare that this report (including any accompanying schedules and statements) has been examined by me and to the best of my knowledge
and belief is a true, correct and complete report in good faith for the period stated. I also acknowledge that all fuel tax reimbursement funds
will be used for aviation purposes only.
COLORADO
Name of Airport

City

State

Approved by - Name/Title

Phone Number

Date

TO BE COMPLETED BY AERONAUTICS DIVISION
MINUS: Refunds paid by CO Dept. of Revenue during the month

$

$

$

PLUS / MINUS: Adjustments

$

$

$

PLUS: Balance due to airport at beginning of month

$

$

$

** Aviation fuel must be placed in aircraft at the airport in question for $0.04 per gallon distribution.

Rev. 07/2015 ver 1.0
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CDOT AERONAUTICS NEW EXCISE PROPOSAL - NOVEMBER 2016 DIFFERENCES
CURRENT PROCESS
AID
18V
1V6
20V
33V
4V1
AEJ
AJZ
ALS
ANK
APA
ASE
BDU
BJC
CAG
CEZ
COS
DEN
DRO
EEO
EGE
EIK
FLY
FMM
FNL
FTG
GJT
GNB
GUC
GXY
HDN
HEQ
LAA
LHX
LIC
LMO
LXV
MTJ
MVI
PSO
PUB
RIL
SBS
STK
TEX

TOTAL

GALLONS

NEW PROCESS

REFUND

GALLONS

7,600
11,998

$
$

296.43
467.97

7,502

$

292.61

7,000
22,097

$
$

273.03
861.87

1,120,836

$

43,717.04

4,501
263,346

$
$

175.56
10,271.54

15,500
469,766

$
$

604.56
18,322.75

70,143
111,300

$
$

2,735.88
4,341.17

8,072

$

314.84

118,874
40,216
69,894
2,437

$
$
$
$

4,636.54
1,568.59
2,726.15
95.05

32,616
70,048
2,008
3,499
15,256

$
$
$
$
$

1,272.16
2,732.16
78.32
136.47
595.05

8,602
130,559

$
$

335.52
5,092.33

23,707
75,611
50,538
10,203

$
$
$
$

924.67
2,949.13
1,971.20
397.96

55,921

$

2,181.14

2,829,650

$ 110,367.69

9,501.0
7,600.0
9,899.0
2,000.0
7,502.0
8,000.0
7,000.0
22,097.0
8,004.0
1,185,178.0
334,616.0
7,560.0
278,878.0
6,889.0
15,500.0
552,486.0
(150,001.0)
29,188.0
73,143.0
254,516.0
10,000.0
8,072.0
15,367.0
123,151.0
42,888.0
117,592.0
2,437.0
25,702.0
32,880.0
75,018.0
2,508.0
3,499.0
15,256.0
38.0
30,507.0
8,602.0
131,817.0
2,001.0
23,707.0
121,593.0
77,162.0
10,203.0
8,002.0
56,094.0

3,629,169.0

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

$

REFUND
370.57
296.43
386.09
78.01
292.61
312.03
273.03
861.87
312.19
46,226.57
13,051.25
294.88
10,877.35
268.71
604.56
21,549.12
(5,850.79)
1,138.46
2,852.89
9,927.02
390.04
314.84
599.38
4,803.36
1,672.82
4,586.53
95.05
1,002.47
1,282.49
2,925.98
97.82
136.47
595.05
1.50
1,189.89
335.52
5,141.39
78.05
924.67
4,742.58
3,009.65
397.96
312.11
2,187.89

141,551.60

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

VARIANCE
370.57
(81.88)
78.01
312.03
312.19
2,509.53
13,051.25
119.32
605.81
268.71
3,226.37
(5,850.79)
1,138.46
117.01
5,585.85
390.04
599.38
166.82
104.23
1,860.38
1,002.47
10.33
193.82
19.50
1.50
1,189.89
49.06
78.05
1,793.45
1,038.45
312.11
6.75

$

31,183.91

* amount is less because of old claim processed this cycle. Under new process, it would have been paid when it occurred.

Note - This number does decrease over time as late filings come in, but the average monthly extra paid over the last 3 years
would have been right around 11k per month
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5126 Front Range Parkway
Watkins, CO 80137

TO:
FROM:
DATE:
SUBJECT:

Colorado Aeronautical Board
Todd Green, Aviation Planner
December 14, 2016
Grant Administrative Amendments

___________________________________________________________________________________________

This memo details the grants that have had or are in the process of executing
administrative amendments since the last CAB meeting. Administrative amendments
are typically done for grant amendments that do not require a change in scope of work
or supplemental funding. Term extensions are also included in the administrative
amendment category. These amendments are not usually presented to the Board for
formal action. However, we want to keep you informed of the changes being made to
help airports meet their goals/needs.
Grantee: Holyoke Municipal Airport
Grant to be Amended: 14-HEQ-01
Planner: Todd Green
The 2014 State grant for Holyoke was originally approved and contracted with two
elements for a total of $400,000. The two elements included match and overmatch
for constructing a partial parallel taxiway. The grant was amended in 2015 to add
additional Federal funds as bids came in higher than originally planned for. Holyoke
has requested to amend their grant once again to move funds between the two
elements to match an additional $102,796 of Federal entitlement funding. This
project is currently underway and is nearing completion. No additional State grant
funds are being requested and on the following page is breakdown of the funding
before and after the amendment.
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Grant Funding Before Amendment
ELEMENT DESCRIPTION
A. Participate in Federally
Funded Partial Parallel
Taxiway Construction
B. Overmatch Partial Parallel
Taxiway
TOTALS

TOTAL
$739,700.00

%
5.00

STATE
$36,985.00

LOCAL
$36,985.00

FEDERAL
$665,730.00

$403,350.00

90.00

$363,015.00

$40,335.00

$0.00

$400,000.00

$77,320.00

$665,730.00

$1,143,050.00

Grant Funding After Amendment
ELEMENT DESCRIPTION
A. Participate in Federally
Funded Partial Parallel
Taxiway Construction
B. Overmatch Partial Parallel
Taxiway
TOTALS

TOTAL
$853,917.78

%
5.00

STATE
$42,695.00

LOCAL
$42,696.78

FEDERAL
$768,526.00

$397,005.56

90.00

$357,305.00

$39,700.56

$0.00

$400,000.00

$82,397.34

$768,526.00

$1,250,923.34

This memo is for your reference and information only. We do not need action on
this amendment. They have already occurred or are in process.
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5126 Front Range Parkway
Watkins, CO 80137

TO:
FROM:
DATE:
SUBJECT:

Colorado Aeronautical Board
David Ulane, Director
December 14, 2016
CAB/Division/CDOT MOU Update

___________________________________________________________________________________________

As you all know, the Division continues to operate under our short term loan from the
State Controller’s Office and the associated Memorandum of Understanding (MOU)
between the CAB, the Division and CDOT, which remains in effect until we recover to
a positive financial position. While the MOU required only one formal review in
November of 2015, you’ll recall that we committed to reviewing the MOU annually
each November as long as it remains in effect. Attached is this year’s update, which
follows the same format as the 2015 update. For each section of the MOU, we have
included an update on how each section is being addressed, includes the input of all
parties to the MOU.
In summary, all parties continue to adhere collaboratively and cooperatively to all of
the MOU, and there are no major revisions or updates in this year’s update.
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MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING
November 30, 2016 Status Update
For Intergovernmental Collaboration between the Colorado Department of Transportation and the
Colorado Aeronautical Board regarding the Operations of the Division of Aeronautics
This Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) is hereby entered into by:
The Colorado Department of Transportation (CDOT)
The Division of Aeronautics (Division)
Colorado Aeronautical Board (CAB)
PURPOSE
It is the intent of this MOU to more clearly define collaboration and coordination between CDOT and its
Division of Aeronautics in order to achieve the goals of the Division, CDOT and the Colorado
Aeronautical Board.
This MOU is effective May 1, 2015 and will be reviewed on November 1, 2015.
GOALS
In meeting these purposes, four goals have been identified:
1. Ensure that the Director of Aeronautics and the CDOT Executive Director have the collaborative
working relationship required to provide the strategic support necessary for the programs directed
by the CAB.
2. Ensure that Aeronautics has all the tools and resources to meet the financial management needs of
the programs directed by the CAB.
3. Enable the Division of Accounting and Finance (DAF) to give direct assurances to the Executive
Director and the CAB that the finances of the programs as directed by the CAB are being
properly managed. It is not the intent of these procedures to alter the accountabilities of either
division to the CAB or the Colorado Transportation Commission.
4. Enable Aeronautics to effectively coordinate and refine communications with stakeholders, the
public and media about programs directed by the CAB.
The following outline the expectations between CDOT and Aeronautics to improve collaboration and
coordination, better define CDOT’s administrative oversight, and enhance communication to the CAB,
stakeholders and the public:
Page 1 of 11
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OFFICE OF THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR WILL:
1. Provide administrative oversight of the Director of Aeronautics including review of annual
strategic plan, development and review of divisional performance metrics and discussion of
program issues or policy recommendations to the CAB.
In place and ongoing.
2. Include the Director of Aeronautics in CDOT’s senior management team structure including
participation in regular meetings and policy discussions to facilitate integrated multi-modal
transportation planning and program implementation.
Complete- the Director has been regularly attending weekly EMT meetings in person.
3. Conduct regular performance reviews of the Director of Aeronautics and report to the Chair of
the CAB, who will also conduct their own performance review of the Director of Aeronautics.
In place and ongoing- The Executive Director conducted his most recent performance review
with the Director on October 28, 2016, and communicated the results of that review to the Chair
of the CAB.
4. Coordinate with the CAB in the hiring of the permanent Director of Aeronautics as prescribed in
statute.
Complete- The permanent Aeronautics Director was hired effective July 1, 2015.
DIVISION OF AERONAUTICS WILL:
1. Report regularly to the Office of the Executive Director including presentation of annual strategic
plan, development and review of divisional performance metrics and discussion of program
issues or policy recommendations to the CAB.
In place and ongoing- The Division Director continues to report regularly on these issues
to the Executive Director’s office. This reporting is accomplished by sharing links to
monthly CAB meeting packets, which include all issues, recommendations and metrics
reported to and/or considered by the Board. The Division continues to incorporate
CDOT’s “Three Peaks” concept into its program initiatives. Additionally, the Division
continues to refine and disseminate its monthly financial “dashboard” report, which
clearly and succinctly articulates the Division’s current and forecasted financial position.
2. Participate in CDOT’s senior management team structure to better enable integrated multi-modal
transportation planning.
In place and ongoing- The Division Director continues to participate in person with
CDOT’s weekly Executive Management Team meetings, most often in person.
Additionally, the Director has been attending, on an invitation basis, breakfast meetings
of the Transportation Commission, providing the TC with brief updates about the
Division’s work.
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JOINTLY, OFFICE OF THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR AND DIVISION OF AERONAUTICS
WILL:
1. Collaborate on programmatic strategic, performance metrics and major policy recommendations
to the CAB.
In place and ongoing- The Division has been collaborating with the Executive Director’s
office as described above. Since the CAB acceptance of the Paragon External
Performance Audit report on September 9, 2015, Division staff has addressed and closed
out 21 of the 23 recommendations included in the audit report, with the final two
expected to be completed by the end of calendar year 2016. The Aeronautics Division
and our new Business manager continue to refine and regularly share financial
“dashboard” report that will clearly and regularly communicate to CDOT and external
stakeholders key Division financial metrics and information. This report (and related
CAB meeting materials) are posted monthly on the Division’s website.

DIVISION OF ACCOUNTING AND FINANCE WILL:
1. Continue to facilitate introduction of the Aeronautics Business Office staff to Colorado State
Infrastructure Bank background information and application process.
In place and ongoing- During 2016 OFMB worked closely with Aeronautics to execute
two new SIB loans at the Greeley/Weld County Airport the Colorado Springs Municipal
Airport. This process was extremely efficient and much more streamlined than previous
applications, with the Colorado Springs loan approved within six weeks of initial
conversations.
2. Strengthen the collaboration in cash management, budgeting, and forecasting by transferring the
FTE position and budget of the Aeronautics Business Office staff into DAF. The staff role and
responsibility will be consistent with a matrix management model where the staff member will
organizationally report to DAF for strategic and operational oversight, with day-to-day direction
and management from the Division of Aeronautics Director, and policy direction from the CAB.
DAF’s Chief Financial Officer and Aeronautics Director will collaborate on performance reviews
and any personnel actions, with DAF serving as the official Appointing Authority. Affected
employees will continue to be compensated from Division of Aeronautics cost centers unless
working on non-Aviation activities, which will instead be compensated from a separate CDOT
cost center. As appropriate, the staff member will co-locate between DAF and Aeronautics.
Terms of the matrix arrangement will be revisited at the end of the loan.
In place and ongoing- In March 2016, DAF and the Division selected a new Business
Manager, who under the terms of this MOU, has the CDOT CFO has the appointing
authority. The new Business manager has received outstanding reviews from DAF and
Aeronautics, and is doing an excellent job of addressing the Division’s financial
circumstances.
Page 3 of 11
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3. Document responsibilities of Aeronautics Business Office, once integrated into DAF processes.
Responsibilities include: setting up and monitoring the structure and funding practices of the
Division Programs; reviewing Division Programs transactions and budget procedures; advising
the Division Programs manager and Aeronautics Division Director on the Aviation Fund’s cash
levels; and overseeing day-to-day tasks associated with the Division Programs, including
maintenance of funding for Dye Management Group’s statement of work. Day-to-day tasks for
the Division Programs also include reporting, creation of accounts, the close process,
reconciliations, and the payment process to grantees.
In progress- The Division’s new business manager has been diligently documenting
related business processes, and has collaborated with Aero staff and OFMB staff
regarding revenue forecasting, budget preparation and adjustments, and financial
reporting. The Division’s business manager has also participated in helping resolve
performance audit recommendations, and continues to improve and refine the Division’s
day-to-day financial activities.
4. Establish the cash management and revenue forecasting models from Dye Management Group
into existing work processes and train new users to achieve fluency with the models.
In progress- The Dye consultant completed creating a cash and revenue model for use in
the Division. Both Aeronautics and OFMB staff have collaborated on learning the
models, revising them as needed, and using them for the new dashboard reporting. The
new Division business manager has been thoroughly trained on the new model by the
former interim business manager, and has made numerous enhancements to the model
since March 2016..
5. Communicate normal business office services, as described above, (8 a.m. to 5 p.m.) to the
Aeronautics Office through DAF Business Office.
In place and ongoing.
6. Provide Aeronautics with monthly cash management analysis, quarterly revenue forecasting
projections, and medium-term and long-term revenue trends supported by the revenue and
expenditure forecasts produced by DAF, geopolitical forecasts, and available data.
In place and ongoing- Aeronautics and OFMB staff have completed several collaborative
sessions to analyze revenue-forecasting methodologies and establish future planning
assumptions consistent with cash management and revenue forecasting procedures for all
of CDOT. This work is ongoing.
7. Provide an annual budget recommendation, with a bi-annual update, to the Colorado Aeronautical
Board of the amount of funds available for discretionary grants over the current year and the
following five years.
In progress- OFMB staff have initiated discussions regarding budget recommendations.
Further collaboration on future budget deliverables are being scheduled as those
deliverables are required.
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8. Analyze the results of the Aeronautics Business Office performance audit tasked to an
independent certified public accountant in order to improve grant processes, procedures, and
financial management.
In progress- The former DAF interim business manager was included in most every
performance audit meeting, and is on the team to analyze and help resolve several
recommendations that do improve the business process and procedures. The new
business manager has continued that effort, and the final two of 23 audit
recommendations will be addressed and closed out by the end of 2016.
9. Present proposals to Aeronautics that enhance revenue capacity and liquidity in future fiscal
years.
In progress: Included in the discussions related to numbers four and six in this section.
Current activity is focused on daily operations, and proposals to enhance longer term
revenue and liquidity for future years have not been fully vetted. The Division is
working diligently on a risk-based contingency funding plan to mitigate impacts of future
revenue declines.
10. Provide to the CAB a recommended budget for the portion of the Aeronautics administration
budget that should be allocated to business and financial functions in the following year.
Complete: DAF collaborated with the Division and staff to revise the FY18
Administrative budget that was included in the October CAB Meeting, and approved at
the TC meeting in November.
DIVISION OF AERONAUTICS WILL:
1. Continue to administer the Division Programs under the auspices of the Colorado Aeronautical
Board.
In place and ongoing- Division staff is continuing to administer, under the CAB’s
direction, the Division’s program under the direction of the CAB. These programs
include, but are not limited to, the discretionary aviation grant program, mountain AWOS
system, airport internship program, DEN surplus equipment auction, USDA Wildlife
Hazard Management program, 5010 airport inspection program, and statewide pavement
maintenance program.
2. Confirm the amount of annual grant awards from the Aviation Fund to CDOT staff before
presenting this information to the Board.
In progress- Division staff is currently compiling the CY2017 grant program, which is
scheduled to be presented to the CAB at its January 23, 2017 meeting. Staff will confirm
the final amount of the CY2017 grant recommendations with CDOT prior to presentation
at the January CAB meeting. As communicated frequently over the past 12 months, the
CY17 program will see a reduction in the maximum grant amount from $250,000 per
airport to $150,000 per airport to hasten the airport’s financial recovery, and hedge
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against unexpected significant downturns in oil/fuel prices.
3. Communicate to and facilitate relationships with grantees in order to efficiently carry out
Division Program goals.
In place and ongoing- The Division Director and staff continue to improve
communications and relationships with our airport customers/grantees, and will continue
to do so going forward. Specific examples include:







The Division Director is meeting bi-monthly with the Executive Committee of
the Colorado Airport Operators Association, and individual airports as
opportunities arise.
Monthly financial information and detailed FY financial look-forwards are
posted monthly on the Division’s website.
The Division continues to live webstream broadcast all CAB meetings, providing
grantees and other stakeholders the opportunity to observe CAB meetings even if
they cannot attend in person. (Began September, 2015)
On October 18, 2016, Division staff partnered with the FAA and grantees to hold
our second annual half day Capital Improvement Program workshop with
grantees. This event, which will be held annually in October going forward,
provided an excellent opportunity for Division staff to share current information,
financial data and grant program information directly with grantees, FAA and
others. In total, four FAA personnel, 34 airport managers, 16 airport consultants
from eight firms, and many others participated in this well-received function.
Additionally, this workshop was live-streamed via the web, with a recording of
the workshop posted to the web for later viewing.

4. Review potential grantees and provide recommendations for approval to CAB.
In progress- As noted in number 2 above, this process is underway as of November 1,
2016.
5. Continue to maintain proper invoicing procedures with grantees and maintain project/program
manager activities (create work program, create scope of works, create shopping carts, monitor
contract progress activities, sign acceptance of work performed, etc.).
In place and ongoing- Under the guidance and expertise Division’s new Business
Manager (hired March, 2016) and DAF, the Division is continuing to improve and more
clearly define these procedures and responsibilities. Many of these procedures have been
refined and improved through implementation of recommendations from of the Paragon
performance audit. Additionally, the new Aeronautics Business Manager is thoroughly
documenting these new processes and procedures to ensure future continuity.
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6. Collaborate with DAF to improve Division Programs processes after results of the performance
audit are presented.
In place and ongoing- As noted above, the Division worked closely with DAF and our
new Aeronautics Business Manager to address the Paragon performance audit
recommendations. Additionally, in March, 2016, the CAB formally adopted a
completely redrafted, updated and refined Programs and Procedures Manual, which can
be accessed at this link:
https://www.codot.gov/programs/aeronautics/ProgramProcManual/view
7. Utilize monthly cash management analysis and quarterly revenue forecasts provided by DAF to
plan accordingly for future Division Program needs.
In place and ongoing- The Division Director and Business Manager continue to work
with DAF staff to refine and implement Division financial forecasting models. These
models are being refined using a much broader range of information than ever before,
including industry intelligence and forecasted spot jet fuel prices, detailed DEN airline
planning information, and detailed aircraft fuel consumption forecasts to plan accordingly
for future needs. Based on current forecast model information, FY2017 Division
revenues have been revised upward from an originally forecasted $17.0 million to a
currently anticipated $18.6 million, largely due to increases in jet fuel consumption at
DEN.
8. Provide access to the Web-based Information Management System (WIMS) to CDOT staff as far
as is necessary to manage the financial transactions related to Aeronautics’ Programs.
In place and ongoing- Division staff has made WIMS access available as necessary, and
will continue to do so.
9. Provide financial information to DAF to be utilized for cash management system created by Dye
Management Group.
In place and ongoing- As noted above, the Division Director and Business Manager
continue to work with DAF staff to refine and implement Division financial forecasting
models.
10. Research and document a business plan to be presented to and approved by the Colorado
Aeronautical Board. The business plan will be reviewed by the CDOT Chief Financial Officer,
and include specific recommendations for future Division Program growth over the course of
two, five, and ten years.
Planned- The Division is presently in the procurement process to secure assistance in
developing the Division’s first-ever strategic plan. This stakeholder-derived plan will
provide the Division with an updated and clearly articulated mission, vision and values
statement, from which Division near term (1-3 years) work plans will be developed.
Additionally, the Division is working with FAA to update the State Airports System plan
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in late CY 2017, as the Division is close to financial recovery. This updated system plan
will provide the CAB and Division with a clear 5-10 year program for needed airport
system improvements and priorities. Combined with the strategic plan, these efforts will
provide the Division with a clear future for Division growth and investment.
11. Update the Colorado Aeronautical Board with Division Program process enhancements and
forecasts.
In place and ongoing- These updates to the CAB continue as two standing items on each
CAB meeting agenda: Financial Update and the Director’s report. This information,
which is provided to the CAB in their monthly packet, is available to our stakeholders
and the public on the Division’s website at:
https://www.codot.gov/programs/aeronautics/colorado-aeronauticalboard/CABMeetingAgendas
12. Evaluate proposals presented by DAF to improve revenue and liquidity in future fiscal years.
Advise on feasibility of potential approaches to revenue generation.
In progress and ongoing- These discussions will begin in earnest over the next 6-12
months as the Division’s financial recovery approaches. The Division will work closely
with the CAB and DAF to explore and implement reserve and risk-based contingency
funds to minimize the impact of future commodity price decreases, while ensuring
funding is available to help address any unforeseen or emergency airport funding needs.
JOINTLY, DIVISION OF ACCOUNTING AND FINANCE AND THE DIVISION OF
AERONAUTICS WILL:
1. Cooperate on the goals of cash management and revenue forecasting, and coordinate the potential
uses of existing and future cash resources in the Aviation Fund that disburses grants.
In place and ongoing- This cooperation is in place and ongoing, with the assistance of
the interim Aeronautics Business Manager and DAF staff.
2. Communicate Aviation Fund assessments and disclosures between divisions through written,
verbal, and in-person contact.
In place and ongoing- This communication is taking place through multiple means. The
Aeronautics Director and CDOT CFO have regularly scheduled meetings to discuss
Division financial operations, and both the Director and CFO, along with respective staff,
are engaged in frequent written/electronic, verbal and in-person engagement. Many of the
same topics are also brought to the CAB’s attention monthly at the CAB Meeting.
3. Integrate Aeronautics revenue forecasting into quarterly DAF revenue forecasting in order to
provide frequent evaluations of revenue projections and the Division Program budget to the
Colorado Aeronautical Board.
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In place and ongoing- Aeronautics Division staff are working closely with DAF
personnel to integrate (through the Dye model) Division revenue forecasting into DAF’s
forecasting. These projects are now being provided as a standing agenda “Financial
Update” item to the CAB at each CAB meeting.
4. Provide all necessary materials and disclosures necessary to successfully complete the
performance audit of the Division of Aeronautics’ grant making process.
Complete- both the Aeronautics Division and DAF successfully accomplished this with
the September 2015 completion of the performance audit.
5. Together, implement those performance audit recommendations determined to be beneficial to
the grant making process or policies and procedures.
In progress- As of November 30,2016, 21 of the 23 recommendation performance audit
recommendations have been addressed and/or implemented.
6. DAF and Aeronautics will work to create timelines of recurring information-sharing and
collaboration.
In progress- the Division and DAF are collaborating on a working calendar of key
financial events, and as noted above, the Aeronautics Director and CDOT CFO have
regularly scheduled meetings to discuss Division operations, and both the Director and
CFO, along with respective staff, are engaged in frequent written/electronic, verbal and
in-person engagement.

JOINTLY, OFFICE OF COMMUNICATIONS AND DIVISION OF AERONAUTICS WILL:

1. Strengthen the collaboration on public communications to ensure consistency in message and
outreach especially as related to key issues that might be impactful statewide or would be
addressed in the media.
In progress- The Aeronautics Division and Communications Office continue to
collaborate on a number of Division outreach initiatives, including increased frequency of
engagement with the Division’s stakeholders, broader social media communications, and
media releases on Division programs, such as the Remote Air Traffic Control program.
The Division continues to leverage its Mountain Wave newsletter to share information
with our stakeholders, as well as numerous personal presentations by the Division
Director.
2. Establish a matrix management of the Aeronautics Communications staff whereby the
Aeronautics Director will serve as the Appointing Authority responsible for day-to-day direction,
management and performance reviews and the Director of Communications will provide strategic
and operational guidance. The Aeronautics Communications staff will also participate in regular
Communications meetings.
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In place and ongoing- The Division’s Manager of Communications continues to work
closely with both the Aeronautics Director and the Communications Manager.
3. Work with Aeronautics to develop and implement an annual strategic communications plan to
include media, stakeholder and other communications to guide overall communications approach.
In progress- The Aeronautics Division’s Communication Manager will be working on an
updated 2017 communications plan, which will be developed under the guidance of the
Division Director, in consultation with the Communications Manager.
4. Provide regular proactive and responsive media relations support and outreach as well as
additional social media to include serving as the Division spokesperson for Aeronautics issues.
In place and ongoing5. Provide regular public and stakeholder communications support in collaboration with Policy
Office.
In place and ongoing- as noted above in number four.

LIMITATIONS
Each of the signatories will conduct activities under this MOU within the scope of and to the extent
authorized by their existing statutory authorities.
This MOU is an MOU among the signatories and does not create or confer any right or benefit on any
other person or party, private or public. Nothing in this MOU is intended to restrict the authority of any
signatory to act as provided by law or regulation, or to restrict any agency from enforcing any laws within
its authority or jurisdiction.
All commitments arising from this MOU are subject to each signatory's budget priorities and the
availability and limitations on the use of appropriated funds for such purposes. Nothing in this MOU
obligates any of the signatories to expend appropriations or to enter into any contract or to incur other
financial obligations.
Nothing in this MOU supersedes information sharing requirements in U.S. law or regulation.
Nothing in this MOU impairs or otherwise affects the authority of the heads of the signatory
organizations over their organizations.
Nothing in this MOU is intended to create rights or obligations enforceable in a court of law.
Nothing in this MOU is intended to supersede the Division of Aeronautics Policies and Procedures
Manual.
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EXECUTION







Affected parties must sign the MOU, which will be sent to relevant administration.
Business Office staff to begin the process of integration to DAF, while continuing to perform the
necessary functions of Division Programs at the Division of Aeronautics. Completion is
scheduled for May 4, 2015.
Specific roles and responsibilities for staff members will be identified and properly documented
by DAF, Aeronautics, Communications and Human Resources.
Exposure to Dye Management Group’s previously created cash management and revenue
forecasting models will commence for Business Office staff.
Nothing in this MOU supersedes the Division of Aeronautics Policy and Procedures manual as it
related to the Colorado Revised Statutes.

This MOU may be modified or amended by mutual consent of the key officials listed below. It is
mutually agreed and understood by all signatories that:






A signatory organization is encouraged to provide a 60-day advance written notice to the other
signatories of the intent to withdraw from the MOU in the event the loan is no longer necessary.
The MOU and all elements contained within it, including the matrix management arrangement
with staff, will be proactively revisited at the end of the loan.
No party to the MOU may unilaterally withdraw from the agreement during the loan period due
to the commitments made to the State Controller regarding the negative cash position and
negative fund balance. Based on current cash flow scenarios provided to the State Controller’s
Office as attachments to the loan application, the negative cash position could extend through
February, 2019.
The parties agree that the contract between the State Controller’s office and CDOT regarding the
negative fund balance for the loan referenced in the MOU will become “Addendum A” to the
MOU. “Addendum B” to the MOU will be the Informal Opinion of the Office of Attorney
General.

AREAS FOR SIGNATURE
_________________________________________________________________
Shailen P. Bhatt
Executive Director, Colorado Department of Transportation

_______________
Date

_________________________________________________________________
Ray Beck
Chair, Colorado Aeronautics Board

_______________
Date

_________________________________________________________________
Stanley Buck
Interim Director, Division of Aeronautics or his designee

_______________
Date
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5126 Front Range Parkway
Watkins, CO 80137

TO:
FROM:
DATE:
SUBJECT:

Colorado Aeronautical Board
David Ulane, Director
December 14, 2016
Division Program Manager Position Update

___________________________________________________________________________________________

Background
Our current Grants Program Manager position has been intentionally left vacant since
T.K. Gwin’s retirement on August 31st. As discussed at the September CAB workshop,
I’ve been working to update the position job description (“PDQ” in CDOT parlance).
The updated PDQ more closely aligns with the actual responsibilities of the position,
and the broader workload and needs that will arise when the Division has recovered
financially. In collaboration with staff, a revised PDQ has been developed, which
incorporates the following key revisions:
o
o

o
o
o
o

o

Reflects CDOT’s new deconsolidated job classifications, so that this is now
a “Planning Specialist VI”, formerly a “General Professional VI”.
Updates the working job title from “Grants Program Manager” to “Division
Program Manager” to more accurately reflect the broader duties of the
position.
Eliminates the previous PDQ’s primary focus on grant and pavement
management.
Incorporates broader oversight of and responsibility for the Division’s
various programs beyond just grants and pavement.
Adds defined responsibility for Division procurement and contracting
oversight, which until now had not been part of any Division PDQ.
Adds specific responsibility for IT and facility management, which until now
had not been part of any Division PDQ.
Clearly details the expectation and responsibility for communication and
collaboration with the Division Business Manager on budgetary needs and
limitations. Lack of such communication previously led in part to the
Division’s financial difficulties.

There have been so many edits to the original document that the marked up version is
very difficult to follow, so I’ve attached the current and new PDQ’s. There is no
change to our organizational structure as a result of this updated PDQ- the Division
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Program Manager position will continue to report to the Director, and will continue to
supervise our three aviation planners.
Next Steps
PDQ’s are approved by CDOT’s human resources division and not the CAB, however I
would like the CAB’s input and concurrence with the updated PDQ. Following today’s
meeting, we’ll submit the revised PDQ to HR for review and approval, with the intent
of posting the position in January, both internallly and externally. That timeframe
would see the selection of a new Program Manager in March.
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State of Colorado Position

Description

Employee participation in the completion of this document is encouraged; however, the appointing authority
and supervisor are accountable for establishing the assignment and ensuring the accuracy of this
information.
I.

POSITION IDENTIFICATION
Agency Code

HAA

Position Number

Principal Department/Higher Education Institution
Division or Equivalent

500049000582

Colorado Department of Transportation

Aeronautics

Work Unit
Work Unit Address
Current Class Title

5126 Front Range Pkwy, Watkins, CO 80137
Planning Specialist VI

Class Code H1J6XX

Working Title (optional) Division Program Manager
Requested Class Title

Planning Specialist VI

Class Code

HR Approved Class Title
New Position

H1J6XX

Class Code
X

Vacant Position

Occupied Position

Update File

Attach a current organizational chart that includes class titles, position numbers, and FTE. Exclude
temporary positions, personal services contractors, and students or others that are not part of the regular
permanent staffing pattern.
II. GENERAL INFORMATION
A. Briefly describe the purpose of the work unit.
To carry out, but not be limited to, the legislative duties mandated with the creation of the Aeronautics Division (Colorado
Revised Statutes 43-10-103). Typical duties are to manage the distributions of moneys credited to the Colorado Aviation
Fund in support of aviation development with the guidance of the Colorado Aeronautical Board (CAB); administer the fund’s
$30+ million in annual appropriations; promote aviation education and safety; serve as liaison between airport sponsors
and other state and federal regulatory agencies; develop and maintain the Colorado Aviation System Plan (CASP); control
the development of hazards to navigable airspace; develop and aid in maintaining the Federal Aviation Administration’s
(FAA) 5-year Capital Improvement Program (CIP) for over 50 eligible airports; develop and maintain both the FAA and state
5-year CIP for all eligible public-use airports; perform on-site safety (5010) inspections on over 60 airports; manage the
Automated Weather Observing (AWOS) program; coordinate with Colorado Department of Transportation (CDOT) to
include aviation in the Statewide/Intermodal planning; manage and maintain statewide pavement management programs;
develop the surplus equipment program and administer the Colorado Discretionary Aviation Grant (CDAG) program as
established in C.R.S. 43-10-108.8.
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B. Describe any staffing or organizational changes related to this position.
None
C. Briefly summarize the purpose of this position.
Under the direction and oversight of the Division Director, this position supervises, plans, directs, develops and provides
day to day oversight of the Division’s various programs, including but not limited to the Colorado Discretionary Aviation
Grant (CDAG) program, airport capital improvement programs, Web-Based Information Management System (WIMS),
statewide pavement management programs, Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) 5010 airports inspection program,
the mountain Automated Weather Observing Systems (AWOS) program, the U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA)
Wildlife Hazard Management program, the Division’s airport internship program, airport surplus equipment program,
Division planning initiatives and various Division safety and education initiatives.
D. Summarize specific duties added to this position and where they came from. Include position numbers if duties
came from other positions.
Increased oversight of and engagement with a broader range of Division programs and initiatives beyond just the
CDAG and pavement programs, which were the primary focus of the previous PDQ.
E. Summarize specific duties deleted from this position and where they went. Include position numbers if duties went
to other positions.
None.
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III. PRIMARY JOB DUTIES
Document current, permanent, primary job duties. The total of all duties must equal 100%. Document the attributes
of current essential functions using the detachable listing on the last page.
A.
Division Program Manager
Brief Duty Description:

60%

Under the direction of the Division Director, this position will supervise, plan, direct, develop and provide day to day
oversight of the Division’s various programs and initiatives, including but not limited to the Colorado Aviation
Discretionary Grant (CDAG) program, Web-Based Information Management System (WIMS), statewide pavement
management programs, FAA 5010 airports inspection program, the mountain Automated Weather Observing Systems
(AWOS) program, the U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) Wildlife Hazard Management program, the Division’s
airport internship program, airport surplus equipment program, Division planning initiatives and other Division safety and
education initiatives.
Specifically, this position will be responsible for the strategic development and implementation of the Colorado
Discretionary Aviation Grant (CDAG) program and state airport capital improvement programs. In this capacity, this
position will work closely with Division staff, FAA personnel and airport sponsors and their consultants. It will be
responsible for the planning and management, compliance monitoring and review of CDAG grants and cooperative
agreements of statewide impact. This position assists the Division Director in developing and recommending Division
strategy, policies, and guidance, including overall program plans, goals, objectives, and milestones to maximize the
value and impact of the CDAG program, in accordance with the Statewide Aviation Systems Plan, other guiding
documents and Colorado Aeronautical Board policies.
For the other programs and initiatives listed above, this position will be responsible for assisting the Division Director
in developing plans, strategies and policies for efficient and successful implementation of these programs, and
appropriately delegating program work efforts to Division planning staff to carry out these programs. In doing so, this
position will also be responsible for working closely with the Division Business Manager to coordinate, plan and
communicate budgetary needs and limitations.
Additionally, this position will be responsible for the oversight and implementation of the Division’s procurement and
contracting processes. This will entail working closely internally with Division staff to ensure compliance with all
necessary state fiscal rules and requirements, as well as externally with CDOT’s Audit Division, and Division of
Administration and Finance.
Provide specific examples of regular, ongoing decisions made by this position related to this duty.
This position makes decisions and provides daily guidance to subordinates regarding program efforts, strategies, and
goals. Assigns specific program work to planners and evaluates their work products. Collaboratively develops and
makes recommendations to the Division Director on various Division programs, including competing grant requests,
program process improvements and future program enhancements/additions.
In performing this duty, provide examples of typical problems or challenges encountered by this position, and the
guidance used to resolve the problem.
A typical challenge might involve working collaboratively with the Division Director, Division Business Manager, the
FAA, CAB, staff and airport sponsors to develop, articulate and implement a CDAG grant funding program.
Developing a program that maximizes the Division’s available funding in any given year in accordance with the CAB’s
policies, Division cash management strategies, the State Aviation Systems Plan, and FAA funding priorities is a
significant and ongoing challenge. This challenge is particularly acute given that available CDAG funding is always
less than airport/program needs.
ADAAA Essential Function?
Functional Attributes:
Physical
Mental

Yes

X

No

X

Environmental

Hazards
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B.
Duty: Staff Supervisor
Brief Duty Description:

30%

This position supervises a group of three aviation planners performing work at the Planning Specialist IV level, and is
responsible for the administrative and human resource management functions relative to the staff supervised,
including staff development, training, mentoring and coaching. Establishes guidelines and performance expectations
for staff members, which are clearly communicated through the formal employee performance management process,
and through frequent ongoing personal guidance and engagement. Will observe subordinates’ performance and
conducts work performance critiques. Will provide administrative and technical supervision necessary for
accomplishing the work of the unit. This position will approve time sheets, leave requests and work schedules.
Provide specific examples of regular, ongoing decisions made by this position related to this duty.
This position will be responsible for making daily decisions on specific staff assignments, training opportunities, work
schedules and duties. It will also be responsible, when necessary, for developing and initiating corrective performance
action. Staff guidance, delegation and supervision is based on an extensive knowledge of Division, CAB and CDOT
policies, procedures and requirements.
ADAAA Essential Function?
Functional Attributes:
Physical
Mental

Yes

X

No

X

Environmental

Hazards

E.
Duty: IT/Facility Project Development and Management
Brief Duty Description:

10%

In order to provide accurate and efficient customer support, and to further maximize the effectiveness of Division
programs and processes, the Division is continuing to develop its Web Based Information Management System
(WIMS). This application provides information to airports and allows individual accounts for each airport for electronic
planning, grant applications, and grant management. WIMS is robust and scalable enough to allow expansion to
support future program development and expansion. This position will be the Project Manager for WIMS. In this role,
this position will be responsible for analyzing, recommending, coordinating and implementing WIMS enhancements
that further leverage the value of the WIMS application and increase efficiencies for Division staff and our customers.
This will entail working collaboratively and effectively with Division staff, the Governor’s Office of Information
Technology (OIT) and external vendors. Other responsibilities include coordination with (OIT) on general Division
information technology matters, including staff computers, telephone and computer networks and printers.
This position will also be responsible for working with the Division’s AWOS Program Manager to coordinate and
implement the contracted maintenance and improvement of the Division’s Automated Weather Observing Systems
(AWOS) with OIT.
The Division’s offices are housed in a CDOT- owned building located on property leased from the Front Range Airport.
This position will be responsible for general facility oversight, including preparing facility maintenance and capital
improvement plans and budgets, overseeing and delegating day-to-day facility management and maintenance, and
coordinating with the Division’s landlord and CDOT staff on ground lease, maintenance and administrative lease
matters.
Provide specific examples of regular, ongoing decisions made by this position related to this duty.
Regular on going decisions related to this duty may include, but not be limited to, determining priorities for WIMS and
WIMS related process and system improvements, decisions regarding AWOS maintenance and capital replacement,
and general IT decisions in coordination with OIT.
ADAAA Essential Function?
Functional Attributes:
Physical
Mental

Yes

X

No

X

Environmental

Hazards
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IV. LINE AUTHORITY
Check the category that best describes the position’s formal, direct supervisory responsibility. Note: the calculation
of 1 Full Time Equivalent (FTE) = 2080 hours/year or 40 hours/week for 52 weeks.
No formal supervisory authority.
Work leader over others.

# FTE

Position #s

Work Leader is partially accountable for work product of a minimum of 2 FTE with 1 FTE in the same class series or at
the same conceptual level.

X

Supervise others.

# FTE

3

Position #s

50004902, 50004894, 50004899

Supervisor is accountable, including signature authority, for actions and decisions impacting the pay, status, and tenure,
including performance evaluations and 1 st step grievance resolution, of at minimum of 3 FTE with 1 FTE in the same
class series or at the same conceptual level.

Supervise multiple units as a 2nd level supervisor.
# FTE of subordinate supervisors

Total FTE in units

Supervise multiple units as a 3rd level supervisor.
# FTE of subordinate 2nd level supervisors

Total FTE in units

Position #s

Position #s
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THIS SECTION FOR APPOINTING AUTHORITY ONLY
Appointing authority, your input will be verified and approved by the human resources office before any items in these
sections are accepted as official.
V. STAFF AUTHORITY
Some positions are delegated non-supervisory authority where agency management routinely relies on essential
consultation when deciding broad, critical program or policy direction. These relatively rare and unique positions have
a level of influence such that management decisions are not made without the position’s essential advice and counsel,
as demonstrated by direct impact and consequences of failure on agency mission, finances, productivity, and
constituents. This authority is not a function of longevity, outstanding performance, or service as a resource by virtue
of being the only position or most knowledgeable person in the unit who performs this work. Additional information
or supplemental forms may be required, along with this section.
Check the applicable category of staff authority. A written endorsement or delegation from agency management
(division director or equivalent, or higher) is required.
Staff Authority directly influences department or campus-wide management decisions in programmatic areas
of expertise. Staff authorities have a specialized level of expertise for the program that does not exist in any
other unit, program, or assignment. Management and peers agency-wide regularly rely on the staff authority
when considering program direction.
What major program area of expertise is the basis for staff authority designation?
Provide at least one example of where this position’s guidance or recommendations resulted in the
subsequent adoption of a new or revised program or policy direction that had programmatic impact
on the entire agency.
Senior Authority directly influences management decisions statewide. Senior authorities have a unique level
of expertise that does not exist in any other agency.
What major program area of expertise is the basis for senior authority designation?
Provide at least one example of a strategy, guideline, rule, etc., where this position’s findings resulted
in the subsequent adoption of a new or revised program or policy that had programmatic impact in a
different department(s).
Leading Authority directly influences management decisions beyond State boundaries. Leading authorities
have a rare level of expertise that does not exist in Colorado, and possibly other state governments. This
position is recognized as a regional, national, or international expert.
What major program area of expertise is the basis for leading authority designation?
How is this position recognized as an expert regionally, nationally, or internationally?
Why does the agency and State of Colorado need this position to function as a leading authority?
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VI. CONDITIONS OF EMPLOYMENT
Pre-employment Physical – Describe any special physical requirements:
Pre-employment Drug Testing – Describe any specific test:
Ongoing Functional Capacity Testing
Colorado Driver’s License
List any endorsements required.

X

Regular

Commercial

Essential Services Designation – Required to report without delay or interruption to provide essential or emergency
services to ensure health, safety, and welfare.
Background Check – Specify the type(s):
Shift Work – Explain:
On-call Status – Explain:
Use, Handling, or Exposure to hazardous materials – Explain:
Use of Firearms or Other Weapons – Explain:
X

Travel – Explain: Will be required to occasionally travel throughout state and some out of state travel.
Special Qualifications – Explain:
Other – Explain:
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VII. CERTIFICATION
This document is an accurate and complete reflection of the position’s official assignment.
David Ulane
Supervisor Name (Print)

303-512-5250
Work Phone

5126 Front Range Pkwy
Work Address

City

303 512-5254
Zip

David.ulane@state.co.us
Email Address

Supervisor Signature

Date

David Ulane
Approving/Reviewing Official Name (Print)

303-512-5250
Work Phone

5126 Front Range Pkwy
Work Address

Watkins
City

80137
Zip

David.ulane@state.co.us
Email Address

Approving/Reviewing Official Signature

Date

Employee Name (Print)

Work Phone

Work Address

City

303 512-5255
Zip

5126 Front Range Pkwy, Watkins, CO 80137
Email Address
/s/
Employee Signature

PD Revised: 12/2011

Date

ISSUING AUTHORITY: Colorado Department of Personnel and Administration
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This page is used for completing the Functional Attributes of Section III.
FUNCTIONAL ATTRIBUTES OF JOB DUTIES
I.

PHYSICAL DEMANDS
A. SEDENTARY - Exert up to 10 lbs. of
force occasionally and/or a negligible
amount of force frequently or constantly
to lift, carry, push, pull, or otherwise move
objects, including the human body.
Involves sitting most of the time, but may
involve walking or standing for brief
periods of time.
B. LIGHT - Exert up to 20 lbs. of force
occasionally, and/or up to 10 lbs. of force
frequently, and/or a negligible amount of
force constantly to move objects.
Physical demands are in excess of those
of Sedentary work. Light work usually
requires walking or standing to a
significant degree.
C. MEDIUM - Exert up to 50 lbs. of force
occasionally, and/or up to 20 lbs. of force
frequently, and/or up to 10 lbs. of force
constantly to move objects.
D. HEAVY - Exert up to 100 lbs. of force
occasionally, and/or up to 50 lbs. of force
frequently, and/or up to 20 lbs. of force
constantly to move objects.
E. VERY HEAVY - Exert in excess of 100
lbs. of force occasionally, and/or in
excess of 50 lbs. of force frequently,
and/or in excess of 20 lbs. of force
constantly to move objects.

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

convey detailed or important spoken
instructions to other workers accurately,
loudly, or quickly.
HEARING - perceiving the nature of
sounds. Used for those activities that
require ability to receive detailed
information through oral communication,
and to make fine discriminations in
sounds, such as when making fine
adjustments on running engines.
TASTING/SMELLING - Distinguishing,
with a degree of accuracy, differences, or
similarities in intensity or quality of flavors
and/or odors, or recognizing particular
flavors and/or odors, using tongue and/or
nose.
NEAR ACUITY - Clarity of vision at 20
inches or less. Use this factor when
special and minute accuracy is
demanded.
FAR ACUITY - Clarity of vision at 20 feet
or more. Use this factor when visual
efficiency in terms of far acuity is required
in day and night/dark conditions.
DEPTH PERCEPTION - Threedimensional vision. Ability to judge
distances and spatial relationships so as
to see objects where and as they actually
are.
ACCOMMODATION - Adjustment of lens
of eye to bring an object into sharp focus.
Use this factor when requiring near point
work at varying distances.
COLOR VISION - Ability to identify and
distinguish colors.
FIELD OF VISION - Observing an area
that can be seen up and down or to right
or left while eyes are fixed on a given
point. Use this factor when job
performance requires seeing a large area
while keeping the eyes fixed.
CONTROL OF OTHERS - seizing,
holding, controlling, and/or otherwise
subduing violent, assaultive, or physically
threatening persons to defend oneself or
prevent injury. Body strength and agility
of all four limbs is necessary.

1. CLIMBING - Ascending or descending
using feet and legs and/or hands and
18.
arms. Body agility is emphasized.
2. BALANCING - Maintaining body
19.
equilibrium to prevent falling on narrow,
slippery, or erratically moving surfaces; or
maintaining body equilibrium when
performing feats of agility.
3. STOOPING - Bending body downward
and forward. This factor is important if it
20.
occurs to a considerable degree and
requires full use of the lower extremities
and back muscles.
4. KNEELING - Bending legs at knees to
come to rest on knee or knees.
5. CROUCHING - Bending body downward
II. MENTAL FUNCTIONS
and forward by bending legs and spine.
1. COMPARING - Judging the readily
6. CRAWLING - Moving about on hands
observable functional, structural, or
and knees or hands and feet.
compositional characteristics (whether
7. REACHING - Extending hand(s) and
similar to or divergent from obvious
arm(s) in any direction.
standards) of data, people, or things.
8. HANDLING - Seizing, holding, grasping,
2. COPYING - Transcribing, entering, or
turning, or otherwise working with hand
posting data.
or hands. Fingers are involved only to
3. COMPUTING - Performing arithmetic
the extent that they are an extension of
operations and reporting on and/or
the hand.
carrying out a prescribed action in
9. FINGERING - Picking, pinching, or
relation to them.
otherwise working primarily with fingers
4. COMPILING - Gathering, collating, or
rather than with the whole hand or arm as
classifying information about data,
in handling.
people, or things. Reporting and/or
10. FEELING - Perceiving attributes of
carrying out a prescribed action in
objects, such as size, shape,
relation to the evaluation is frequently
temperature, or texture, by touching with
involved.
skin, particularly that of fingertips.
5. ANALYZING - Examining and evaluating
11. TALKING - Expressing or exchanging
data. Presenting alternative actions in
ideas by means of the spoken word.
relation to the evaluation is frequently
Talking is important for those activities in
involved.
which workers must impart oral
6. COORDINATING - Determining time,
information to clients or to the public, and
place, and sequence of operations or
in those activities in which they must

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

III.

action to be taken on the basis of
analysis of data. May include prioritizing
multiple responsibilities and/or
accomplishing them simultaneously.
SYNTHESIZING - To combine or
integrate data to discover facts and/or
develop knowledge or creative concepts
and/or interpretations.
NEGOTIATING - Exchanging ideas,
information, and opinions with others to
formulate policies and programs and/or
jointly arrive at decisions, conclusions,
solutions, or solve disputes.
COMMUNICATING - Talking with and/or
listening to and/or signaling people to
convey or exchange information, includes
giving/receiving assignments and/or
directions.
INSTRUCTING - Teaching subject matter
to others, or training others through
explanation, demonstration, and
supervised practice; or making
recommendations on the basis of
technical disciplines.
INTERPERSONAL SKILLS/BEHAVIORS
- Dealing with individuals with a range of
moods and behaviors in a tactful,
congenial, personal manner so as not to
alienate or antagonize them.

ENVIRONMENTAL CONDITIONS &
PHYSICAL SURROUNDINGS - exposure
results in marked bodily discomfort.
1. EXPOSURE TO WEATHER - Exposure
to hot, cold, wet, humid, or windy
conditions caused by the weather.
2. EXTREME COLD - Exposure to
nonweather-related cold temperatures.
3. EXTREME HEAT - Exposure to
nonweather-related hot temperatures.
4. WET AND/OR HUMID - Contact with
water or other liquids; or exposure to
nonweather-related humid conditions.
5. NOISE - Exposure to constant or
intermittent sounds or a pitch or level
sufficient to cause mark ed distraction
or possible hearing loss.
6. VIBRATION - Exposure to a shaking
object or surface. This factor is rated
important when vibration causes a
strain on the body or extremities.
7. ATMOSPHERIC CONDITIONS Exposure to conditions such as fumes,
noxious odors, dusts, mists, gases, and
poor ventilation, that affects the
respiratory system, eyes or, the skin.
8. CONFINED/RESTRICTED WORKING
ENVIRONMENT - Work is performed in
a closed or locked facility providing
safety and security for clients, inmates,
or fellow workers.

IV.

HAZARDS

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Proximity to moving, mechanical parts.
Exposure to electrical shock.
Working in high, exposed places.
Exposure to radiant energy.
Working with explosives.
Exposure to toxic or caustic chemicals.

9
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State of Colorado Position

Description

Employee participation in the completion of this document is encouraged; however, the appointing authority
and supervisor are accountable for establishing the assignment and ensuring the accuracy of this
information.
I.

POSITION IDENTIFICATION
Agency Code

HAA

Position Number

Principal Department/Higher Education Institution
Division or Equivalent

500049000582

Colorado Department of Transportation

Aeronautics

Work Unit
Work Unit Address
Current Class Title

5126 Front Range Pkwy, Watkins, CO 80137
General Professional VI

Class Code H6G6XXG

Working Title (optional) Grants Program Manager
Requested Class Title

General Professional VI

Class Code

HR Approved Class Title
New Position

H6G64XXG

Class Code
Vacant Position

X

Occupied Position

Update File

Attach a current organizational chart that includes class titles, position numbers, and FTE. Exclude
temporary positions, personal services contractors, and students or others that are not part of the regular
permanent staffing pattern.
II. GENERAL INFORMATION
A. Briefly describe the purpose of the work unit.
To carry out, but not be limited to, the legislative duties mandated with the creation of the Aeronautics Division (Colorado
Revised Statutes 43-10-103). Typical duties are to manage the distributions of moneys credited to the Colorado Aviation
Fund in support of aviation development with the guidance of the Colorado Aeronautical Board (CAB); administer the fund’s
$30+ million in annual appropriations; promote aviation education and safety; serve as liaison between airport sponsors
and other state and federal regulatory agencies; develop and maintain the Colorado Airport System Plan (CASP); control
the development of hazards to navigable airspace; develop and aid in maintaining the Federal Aviation Administration’s
(FAA) 5-year Capital Improvement Program (CIP) for over 50 eligible airports; develop and maintain both the FAA and state
5-year CIP for all eligible public-use airports; perform on-site safety (5010) inspections on over 60 airports; manage the
Automated Weather Observation (AWOS) program; collect airport wind data; coordinate with Colorado Department of
Transportation (CDOT) to include aviation in the Statewide/Intermodal planning; manage and maintain the Pavement
Condition Index (PCI) program; develop the surplus equipment program and administer the Colorado Discretionary Aviation
Grant (CDAG) program as established in C.R.S. 43-10-108.8.

1
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B. Describe any staffing or organizational changes related to this position.
The Division of Aeronautics has recently signed an MOU with the Division of Acounting and Finance moving the Business
Manager position under DAF. Supervision of that positon has been removed from this PDQ.
C. Briefly summarize the purpose of this position.
This position exists to supervise, plan, direct, and provide program management and supervisory oversight for the
Colorado Aeronautical Grant Program that serves Colorado System of Airports, the FAA, and multiple Local
communities. This is a key program to insure the Division maintains a safe and viable system of airports that serve the
needs of airports, pilots and the entire aviation community.
D. Summarize specific duties added to this position and where they came from. Include position numbers if duties
came from other positions.
Grant Program Management that includes supervision of 3 GPIV FTEs. Management of the Web Based Information
Management System (WIMS) that will reduce Division staff workload while increasing speed and accuracy in our
transactions and support to our customers.
This position will manage the Pavement Management Program for Colorado Public Use Airports and supervise the
annual inspections of pavements to capture distress data by the planning team. The Automated Weather Observing
System (AWOS) program management will be assumed by the Program Assistant position which is planned to be
reauthorized to a project management function in addition to current duties.
E. E. Summarize specific duties deleted from this position and where they went. Include position numbers if duties
went to other positions.
Supervision of the Business Manager position 590004903 has been transferred to the Aeronautics Director.

2
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III. PRIMARY JOB DUTIES
Document current, permanent, primary job duties. The total of all duties must equal 100%. Document the attributes
of current essential functions using the detachable listing on the last page.
A.
Grants Program Manager
30%
Brief Duty Description:
This position provides strategic development/implementation for the Aviation Grants Program. It will be responsible
for the planning and management, compliance monitoring and financial review of grants and/or cooperative
agreements of statewide impact. This position assists the Division Director in developing and recommending longrange strategy, policies, and guidance, as well as overall program plans, goals, objectives, and milestones, which
serve as the basis for execution of substantive changes in the administration of Division programs. This program is
managed in concert with the Federal Aviation Administration’s Airport Improvement Program. This position manages
develops and administers a 5 year Capital Improvement Plan for all public use airports for the State and the FAA.
This position provides the management of the Colorado airport system Pavement Management Plan for each airport,
the State and the FAA. A collaborative process between the FAA and the Division is necessary to make optimum use
of Federal, State, and Local dollars. This program is Colorado’s portion of a national system.
This position manages the planning, development, analysis, and oversight of the grants program policies impacting
the Division. Provides advice and guidance on broad grant related projects and programs with impact on Division
objectives. Performs or oversees analytic studies requiring the collection of information from a variety of diverse
sources. Studies are widely varied and can include determination of such things as required authority and process to
expend appropriated or other funds in support of proposed activities. Interpret findings, advise Director, Aeronautical
Board
and
staff.
Provide specific examples of regular, ongoing decisions made by this position related to this duty.
This position makes decisions and provides guidance to subordinates regarding project acceptance and funding levels
for grants, budget strategies, and program goals. Assigns work to Planners and evaluates their work products. Makes
final decision between competing grant requests with limited resources.
In performing this duty, provide examples of typical problems or challenges encountered by this position, and the
guidance used to resolve the problem.
Fort Collins Loveland Airport was awarded a Tier II grant in January of 2013 for a 4 phase asphalt project consisting
of $940,000 State funds, $1,532,000 of Federal funds, and $180,100 dollars of local funds. The bids came in $600,000
over budget. This position had to work with the community and the FAA to develop a plan that consisted of dropping
a phase, modifying a phase, and closing out past grants with this airport in order to provide an additional $113,000 to
complete a proper project for the good of the parties. This is a typical problem faced routinely .
ADAAA Essential Function?
Functional Attributes:
Physical
Mental

Yes

X

No

X

Environmental

Hazards

B.
Duty: Supervisor
Brief Duty Description:

30%

This position is responsible for the administrative and human resource management functions relative to the staff
supervised. Establishes guidelines and performance expectations for staff members, which are clearly communicated
through the formal employee performance management system. Will observe workers' performance; demonstrate
and conduct work performance critiques. Supervise a group of 3 employees performing work at the GP-IV level. Will
provide administrative and technical supervision necessary for accomplishing the work of the unit. This position will
approve time sheets. Will provide staff development to include mentoring and training of employees.

Provide specific examples of regular, ongoing decisions made by this position related to this duty.
3
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A need will surface regarding research that needs to be done in order to make informed decisions on the prioritization
and funding level of multiple grant related projects. This position will assign the task to one of several employees and
provide clear guidance, developmental oversight and end product evaluation.
In performing this duty, provide examples of typical problems or challenges encountered by this position, and the
guidance used to resolve the problem.
The Aviation Grant Program requires analytical skills coupled with creative thinking. Most problems have more than
one solution resulting in differences in the desired resolution by employees. This position will mediate the discussion
to reach compromise and will ultimately make the final decisions. Guidance is an extensive knowledge of a
combination of the Capital Improvement Program, Pavement Management Program, Aviation Grants Management
Program, and Colorado Aeronautical Board Policy.
ADAAA Essential Function?
Functional Attributes:
Physical
Mental

Yes

X

No

X

Environmental

Hazards

C.
Duty: Statewide Airport Pavement Management Program
Brief Duty Description:

15%

Public Law 103-305 requires airports to have an “effective pavement management program in order to receive federal
airport improvement funds. Colorado’s airports system represents a tremendous capital investment and plays a
critical role in the economic health of the State and the nation. Therefore The Division maintains a statewide airport
pavement management system to provide the airports, the State, and the FAA with the pavement information and
System wide analytical tools.
This program is funded at 95% by the FAA and this position makes independent
decisions for the State of Colorado, the FAA, and all Colorado public use airports regarding the pavement
management program. This position budgets, plans and executes the program supervising with a team of three staff
members and a consultant to collect pavement distress data for entry into the MICRO Paver program for the publishing
of individual airport and statewide system reports. This is a primary source of data use to disseminate millions of
state, federal, and local funds each year. This position is solely responsible for the work products in this program at
the local, state, and federal level.
Provide specific examples of regular, ongoing decisions made by this position related to this duty.
This position is solely responsible for the Colorado Airport System Pavement Management Program.
MICRO Paver requires that pavement sections be separated by certain criteria resulting in many runways being split
into two sections. This gives confusing information to airport managers as to the actual condition of the facility. This
position decides to customize national guidelines to better support the Colorado system
In performing this duty, provide examples of typical problems or challenges encountered by this position, and the
guidance used to resolve the problem.
A typical problem is classification of distress measurement. An example is how a concrete pad around a utility
installation is counted in the system. It can be counted as a patch, a separate pad, or ignored. The decision is based
on an understanding of the system of airports. System wide consistency is essential. . The guidelines are the principles
of pavement management defined in MICRO Paver, FAA pavement policy, and general engineering principles applied
to pavement condition indexing.
ADAAA Essential Function?
Functional Attributes:
Physical
Mental

Yes

X

No

X

Environmental

D.
Duty: Pavement Maintenance and Project Coordinator
Brief Duty Description:

Hazards

10%

Serves as the Division’s pavement maintenance resource. Incorporates regional and universal, standards and
creative principals, processes and practices of airport maintenance and construction projects. Provides technical
4
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assistance, specification development and review, project management, and construction oversight for public use
airports requiring assistance. Coordinates airport/FAA construction criteria for the completion of State funded projects
undertaken on behalf of statewide public use airports. Coordinates project construction management.
Provide specific examples of regular, ongoing decisions made by this position related to this duty.
Through an analysis of the FAA pavement management modes this position determined that the Pavement Condition
Index (PCI) is not sensitive enough to the deterioration rate of concrete pavements with materials related distress
particularly with the introduction of potassium acetate deicer. In order to have better planning data this position
submitted a successful request to the Innovative Pavement Research Foundation for funding a study titled “the effects
of Materials Related Distress in Colorado Concrete Pavements with the Introduction of Potassium Acetate.” This has
resulted in a new inspection method that is under federal consideration for acceptance into the national PCI program.
This position is a national resource.
In performing this duty, provide examples of typical problems or challenges encountered by this position, and the
guidance used to resolve the problem.
An airport may want to apply a relatively inexpensive maintenance fix to pavement that is in need of much more help.
This position is responsible for diplomatically suggesting alternatives in order to maintain the safety and viability of
the pavement section and also minimize the fiscal risk faced by the State. The guidance used will be the PCI system
reports, FAA advisory circulars, and an extensive working knowledge of pavement maintenance products and
engineering principles.
ADAAA Essential Function?
Functional Attributes:
Physical
Mental

Yes

X

No

X

Environmental

Hazards

E.
Duty: IT Project Development and Management
Brief Duty Description:

15%

In order to provide accurate and efficient customer support and to reduce escalating staff time, the Division is
continuing to develop a Web Based Information Management System (WIMS). This system provides information to
airports and allows individual accounts for each airport for electronic planning, applications, and grant management.
This project is robust enough to allow expansion to support future program development and expansion. This position
will be the Project Manager for WIMS.
Provide specific examples of regular, ongoing decisions made by this position related to this duty.
The State accepts a planning agreement with the FAA each year to allow our Division to develop a 5 year Capital
Improvement Plan for each airport. The State system and the Federal system are separate so the data has to be
transferred by individual data entry. This is time consuming and provides opportunity for mistakes resulting in items
that do not match. Through working with the FAA there is a planning goal to integrate both systems to streamline the
system and eliminate mistakes.
In performing this duty, provide examples of typical problems or challenges encountered by this position, and the
guidance used to resolve the problem.
This project has several phases and many facets. When one part is facing political or administrative delays this
position decides changes in priorities and timelines in order to move the effort forward and keep the contract team
busy to insure the primary team are not reassigned to another project. The guidance to resolve this problem is the
statement of work between the Division, OIT, and the contractor coupled with a highly developed understanding of
the Division business processes and needs.
ADAAA Essential Function?
Functional Attributes:
Physical
Mental

Yes

X

No

X

Environmental

Hazards
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IV. LINE AUTHORITY
Check the category that best describes the position’s formal, direct supervisory responsibility. Note: the calculation
of 1 Full Time Equivalent (FTE) = 2080 hours/year or 40 hours/week for 52 weeks.
No formal supervisory authority.
Work leader over others.

# FTE

Position #s

Work Leader is partially accountable for work product of a minimum of 2 FTE with 1 FTE in the same class series or at
the same conceptual level.

X

Supervise others.

# FTE

3

Position #s

50004902, 50004894, 50004899

Supervisor is accountable, including signature authority, for actions and decisions impacting the pay, status, and tenure,
including performance evaluations and 1 st step grievance resolution, of at minimum of 3 FTE with 1 FTE in the same
class series or at the same conceptual level.

Supervise multiple units as a 2nd level supervisor.
# FTE of subordinate supervisors

Total FTE in units

Supervise multiple units as a 3rd level supervisor.
# FTE of subordinate 2nd level supervisors

Total FTE in units

Position #s

Position #s

6
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THIS SECTION FOR APPOINTING AUTHORITY ONLY
Appointing authority, your input will be verified and approved by the human resources office before any items in these
sections are accepted as official.
V. STAFF AUTHORITY
Some positions are delegated non-supervisory authority where agency management routinely relies on essential
consultation when deciding broad, critical program or policy direction. These relatively rare and unique positions have
a level of influence such that management decisions are not made without the position’s essential advice and counsel,
as demonstrated by direct impact and consequences of failure on agency mission, finances, productivity, and
constituents. This authority is not a function of longevity, outstanding performance, or service as a resource by virtue
of being the only position or most knowledgeable person in the unit who performs this work. Additional information
or supplemental forms may be required, along with this section.
Check the applicable category of staff authority. A written endorsement or delegation from agency management
(division director or equivalent, or higher) is required.
Staff Authority directly influences department or campus-wide management decisions in programmatic areas
of expertise. Staff authorities have a specialized level of expertise for the program that does not exist in any
other unit, program, or assignment. Management and peers agency-wide regularly rely on the staff authority
when considering program direction.
What major program area of expertise is the basis for staff authority designation?
Provide at least one example of where this position’s guidance or recommendations resulted in the
subsequent adoption of a new or revised program or policy direction that had programmatic impact
on the entire agency.
Senior Authority directly influences management decisions statewide. Senior authorities have a unique level
of expertise that does not exist in any other agency.
What major program area of expertise is the basis for senior authority designation?
Provide at least one example of a strategy, guideline, rule, etc., where this position’s findings resulted
in the subsequent adoption of a new or revised program or policy that had programmatic impact in a
different department(s).
Leading Authority directly influences management decisions beyond State boundaries. Leading authorities
have a rare level of expertise that does not exist in Colorado, and possibly other state governments. This
position is recognized as a regional, national, or international expert.
What major program area of expertise is the basis for leading authority designation?
How is this position recognized as an expert regionally, nationally, or internationally?
Why does the agency and State of Colorado need this position to function as a leading authority?

7
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VI. CONDITIONS OF EMPLOYMENT
Pre-employment Physical – Describe any special physical requirements:
Pre-employment Drug Testing – Describe any specific test:
Ongoing Functional Capacity Testing
Colorado Driver’s License
List any endorsements required.

X

Regular

Commercial

Essential Services Designation – Required to report without delay or interruption to provide essential or emergency
services to ensure health, safety, and welfare.
Background Check – Specify the type(s):
Shift Work – Explain:
On-call Status – Explain:
Use, Handling, or Exposure to hazardous materials – Explain:
Use of Firearms or Other Weapons – Explain:
X

Travel – Explain: Will be required to occasionally travel throughout state and some out of state travel.
Special Qualifications – Explain:
Other – Explain:

8
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VII. CERTIFICATION
This document is an accurate and complete reflection of the position’s official assignment.
David Ulane
Supervisor Name (Print)

303-512-5250
Work Phone

5126 Front Range Pkwy
Work Address

City

303 512-5254
Zip

David.ulane@state.co.us
Email Address

Supervisor Signature

October 13, 2015
Date

David Ulane
Approving/Reviewing Official Name (Print)

303-512-5250
Work Phone

5126 Front Range Pkwy
Work Address

Watkins
City

80137
Zip

David.ulane@state.co.us
Email Address

Approving/Reviewing Official Signature

October 13, 2015
Date

Employee Name (Print)

Work Phone

Thomas K. Gwin
Work Address

City

303 512-5255
Zip

5126 Front Range Pkwy, Watkins, CO 80137
Email Address
/s/
Employee Signature

PD Revised: 12/2011

October 13, 2015
Date

ISSUING AUTHORITY: Colorado Department of Personnel and Administration
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This page is used for completing the Functional Attributes of Section III.
FUNCTIONAL ATTRIBUTES OF JOB DUTIES
I.

PHYSICAL DEMANDS
A. SEDENTARY - Exert up to 10 lbs. of
force occasionally and/or a negligible
amount of force frequently or constantly
to lift, carry, push, pull, or otherwise move
objects, including the human body.
Involves sitting most of the time, but may
involve walking or standing for brief
periods of time.
B. LIGHT - Exert up to 20 lbs. of force
occasionally, and/or up to 10 lbs. of force
frequently, and/or a negligible amount of
force constantly to move objects.
Physical demands are in excess of those
of Sedentary work. Light work usually
requires walking or standing to a
significant degree.
C. MEDIUM - Exert up to 50 lbs. of force
occasionally, and/or up to 20 lbs. of force
frequently, and/or up to 10 lbs. of force
constantly to move objects.
D. HEAVY - Exert up to 100 lbs. of force
occasionally, and/or up to 50 lbs. of force
frequently, and/or up to 20 lbs. of force
constantly to move objects.
E. VERY HEAVY - Exert in excess of 100
lbs. of force occasionally, and/or in
excess of 50 lbs. of force frequently,
and/or in excess of 20 lbs. of force
constantly to move objects.

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

convey detailed or important spoken
instructions to other workers accurately,
loudly, or quickly.
HEARING - perceiving the nature of
sounds. Used for those activities that
require ability to receive detailed
information through oral communication,
and to make fine discriminations in
sounds, such as when making fine
adjustments on running engines.
TASTING/SMELLING - Distinguishing,
with a degree of accuracy, differences, or
similarities in intensity or quality of flavors
and/or odors, or recognizing particular
flavors and/or odors, using tongue and/or
nose.
NEAR ACUITY - Clarity of vision at 20
inches or less. Use this factor when
special and minute accuracy is
demanded.
FAR ACUITY - Clarity of vision at 20 feet
or more. Use this factor when visual
efficiency in terms of far acuity is required
in day and night/dark conditions.
DEPTH PERCEPTION - Threedimensional vision. Ability to judge
distances and spatial relationships so as
to see objects where and as they actually
are.
ACCOMMODATION - Adjustment of lens
of eye to bring an object into sharp focus.
Use this factor when requiring near point
work at varying distances.
COLOR VISION - Ability to identify and
distinguish colors.
FIELD OF VISION - Observing an area
that can be seen up and down or to right
or left while eyes are fixed on a given
point. Use this factor when job
performance requires seeing a large area
while keeping the eyes fixed.
CONTROL OF OTHERS - seizing,
holding, controlling, and/or otherwise
subduing violent, assaultive, or physically
threatening persons to defend oneself or
prevent injury. Body strength and agility
of all four limbs is necessary.

1. CLIMBING - Ascending or descending
using feet and legs and/or hands and
18.
arms. Body agility is emphasized.
2. BALANCING - Maintaining body
19.
equilibrium to prevent falling on narrow,
slippery, or erratically moving surfaces; or
maintaining body equilibrium when
performing feats of agility.
3. STOOPING - Bending body downward
and forward. This factor is important if it
20.
occurs to a considerable degree and
requires full use of the lower extremities
and back muscles.
4. KNEELING - Bending legs at knees to
come to rest on knee or knees.
5. CROUCHING - Bending body downward
II. MENTAL FUNCTIONS
and forward by bending legs and spine.
1. COMPARING - Judging the readily
6. CRAWLING - Moving about on hands
observable functional, structural, or
and knees or hands and feet.
compositional characteristics (whether
7. REACHING - Extending hand(s) and
similar to or divergent from obvious
arm(s) in any direction.
standards) of data, people, or things.
8. HANDLING - Seizing, holding, grasping,
2. COPYING - Transcribing, entering, or
turning, or otherwise working with hand
posting data.
or hands. Fingers are involved only to
3. COMPUTING - Performing arithmetic
the extent that they are an extension of
operations and reporting on and/or
the hand.
carrying out a prescribed action in
9. FINGERING - Picking, pinching, or
relation to them.
otherwise working primarily with fingers
4. COMPILING - Gathering, collating, or
rather than with the whole hand or arm as
classifying information about data,
in handling.
people, or things. Reporting and/or
10. FEELING - Perceiving attributes of
carrying out a prescribed action in
objects, such as size, shape,
relation to the evaluation is frequently
temperature, or texture, by touching with
involved.
skin, particularly that of fingertips.
5. ANALYZING - Examining and evaluating
11. TALKING - Expressing or exchanging
data. Presenting alternative actions in
ideas by means of the spoken word.
relation to the evaluation is frequently
Talking is important for those activities in
involved.
which workers must impart oral
6. COORDINATING - Determining time,
information to clients or to the public, and
place, and sequence of operations or
in those activities in which they must

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

III.

action to be taken on the basis of
analysis of data. May include prioritizing
multiple responsibilities and/or
accomplishing them simultaneously.
SYNTHESIZING - To combine or
integrate data to discover facts and/or
develop knowledge or creative concepts
and/or interpretations.
NEGOTIATING - Exchanging ideas,
information, and opinions with others to
formulate policies and programs and/or
jointly arrive at decisions, conclusions,
solutions, or solve disputes.
COMMUNICATING - Talking with and/or
listening to and/or signaling people to
convey or exchange information, includes
giving/receiving assignments and/or
directions.
INSTRUCTING - Teaching subject matter
to others, or training others through
explanation, demonstration, and
supervised practice; or making
recommendations on the basis of
technical disciplines.
INTERPERSONAL SKILLS/BEHAVIORS
- Dealing with individuals with a range of
moods and behaviors in a tactful,
congenial, personal manner so as not to
alienate or antagonize them.

ENVIRONMENTAL CONDITIONS &
PHYSICAL SURROUNDINGS - exposure
results in marked bodily discomfort.
1. EXPOSURE TO WEATHER - Exposure
to hot, cold, wet, humid, or windy
conditions caused by the weather.
2. EXTREME COLD - Exposure to
nonweather-related cold temperatures.
3. EXTREME HEAT - Exposure to
nonweather-related hot temperatures.
4. WET AND/OR HUMID - Contact with
water or other liquids; or exposure to
nonweather-related humid conditions.
5. NOISE - Exposure to constant or
intermittent sounds or a pitch or level
sufficient to cause mark ed distraction
or possible hearing loss.
6. VIBRATION - Exposure to a shaking
object or surface. This factor is rated
important when vibration causes a
strain on the body or extremities.
7. ATMOSPHERIC CONDITIONS Exposure to conditions such as fumes,
noxious odors, dusts, mists, gases, and
poor ventilation, that affects the
respiratory system, eyes or, the skin.
8. CONFINED/RESTRICTED WORKING
ENVIRONMENT - Work is performed in
a closed or locked facility providing
safety and security for clients, inmates,
or fellow workers.

IV.

HAZARDS

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Proximity to moving, mechanical parts.
Exposure to electrical shock.
Working in high, exposed places.
Exposure to radiant energy.
Working with explosives.
Exposure to toxic or caustic chemicals.
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2017 Proposed CAB Calendar
January
Su Mo Tu We Th
1 2 3 4 5
8 9 10 11 12
15 16 17 18 19
22 23 24 25 26
29 30 31

February
Fr
6
13
20
27

Sa
7
14
21
28

May
Su Mo Tu We Th
1 2 3 4
7 8 9 10 11
14 15 16 17 18
21 22 23 24 25
28 29 30 31

Su Mo Tu We Th
1 2
5 6 7 8 9
12 13 14 15 16
19 20 21 22 23
26 27 28

March
Fr
3
10
17
24

Sa
4
11
18
25

June
Fr
5
12
19
26

Sa
6
13
20
27

Su Mo Tu We Th
1
4 5 6 7 8
11 12 13 14 15
18 19 20 21 22
25 26 27 28 29

Su Mo Tu We Th
1 2
5 6 7 8 9
12 13 14 15 16
19 20 21 22 23
26 27 28 29 30

April
Fr
3
10
17
24
31

Sa
4
11
18
25

July
Fr Sa
2 3
9 10
16 17
23 24
30

Su Mo Tu We Th Fr Sa
1
2 3 4 5 6 7 8
9 10 11 12 13 14 15
16 17 18 19 20 21 22
23 24 25 26 27 28 29
30

Su Mo Tu We Th
1 2 3
6 7 8 9 10
13 14 15 16 17
20 21 22 23 24
27 28 29 30 31

Winter CAOA
Denver, CO
Wednesday, March 8th

Division Offices
Watkins, CO
Wednesday, May 10th

Division Offices
Watkins, CO

August

Su Mo Tu We Th Fr Sa
1
2 3 4 5 6 7 8
9 10 11 12 13 14 15
16 17 18 19 20 21 22
23 24 25 26 27 28 29
30 31

Monday, January 23rd

Fr
4
11
18
25

Sa
5
12
19
26

June 7th -9th

Spring CAOA
Glenwood Springs, CO
Wednesday, August 9th
Greeley-Weld County Airport

Greeley, CO

September
Su Mo Tu We Th Fr
1
3 4 5 6 7 8
10 11 12 13 14 15
17 18 19 20 21 22
24 25 26 27 28 29

October
Sa
2
9
16
23
30

Su Mo Tu We Th
1 2 3 4 5
8 9 10 11 12
15 16 17 18 19
22 23 24 25 26
29 30 31

November
Fr
6
13
20
27

Sa
7
14
21
28

Su Mo Tu We Th
1 2
5 6 7 8 9
12 13 14 15 16
19 20 21 22 23
26 27 28 29 30

Fr
3
10
17
24

December
Sa
4
11
18
25

Su Mo Tu We Th Fr
1
3 4 5 6 7 8
10 11 12 13 14 15
17 18 19 20 21 22
24 25 26 27 28 29
31

Sa
2
9
16
23
30

Wednesday, October 11th

Division Offices
Watkins, CO
Wednesday, December 13th

Division Offices
Watkins, CO

Federal Holidays 2017
Jan 1 New Year's Day
Feb 20 Presidents' Day
Jan 2 New Year's Day
May 29 Memorial Day
(observed)
Jan 16 Martin Luther King Day Jul 4 Independence Day
Proposed CAB Calendar as of December 14, 2016

Sep 4 Labor Day
Nov 11 Veterans Day
Oct 9 Columbus Day
Nov 23 Thanksgiving Day
Nov 10 Veterans Day (observed) Dec 25 Christmas Day

As of
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November 30, 2016
From: William E. Payne, P.E.
To:
Colorado Division of Aeronautics
Section A – Blended Airspace/Remote Air Traffic Control Contract Progress Report #04
Re:

Period: November 1, 2016 through November 30, 2016

Remote Tower Project Narrative:
The NextGen team has requested modification of the RFI to have vendors provide “retail”
system costs that could be applied for follow on airports.
At the successful completion of the Colorado remote tower program, the remote tower will be
operated as a non Federal control tower (NFCT). As an NFCT, the airport will be required to
either hire the controllers directly or contract with one of the three main contract firms that
provide controllers under the FAA Federal Contract Tower (FCT) Program: Serco, Midwest or
Robinson Aviation (RVA). The airport will also be responsible for providing funding for the
permanent facility to house the remote tower equipment and controllers and maintain the
system in accordance with FAA non Federal equipment requirements.
The Northern Colorado Regional Airport (FNL) Commission has been furnished with three
possible annualized 15 year cost scenarios associated with the remote tower system. The costs
of each are enumerated below:
1. Capital, controller and O&M - $800,670
2. Controller and O&M
- $634,000
3. O&M
- $192,312
Estimate 1 represents the annual cost an airport could expect with no initial capital investment,
amortizing the capital cost over a 15-year period. The cost also reflects estimated annual
controller and O&M costs.
Estimate 2 is the estimated annual cost FNL could expect to fund as an NFCT.
Estimate 3 reflects the estimated annual O&M cost if the airport is accepted into the Federal
Contract Tower (FCT) program. The FCT program funds the cost of the air traffic controllers
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when an airport is in the FCT program. For an airport to be accepted into the FCT program, it
must have a Benefit-Cost (B/C) ratio great than 1.0.
FNL was furnished with a copy of the B/C analysis that was done to validate the FNL B/C ratio
was greater than 1.0. The analysis was unofficially validated by the FAA Policies and
Procedures group (APO). At the time the analysis was done, FNL had a B/C above 1.0, making
it eligible for consideration for inclusion into the FCT program.
That said, however, the FAA is currently not accepting new applications for inclusion in the FCT
program and it is unknown when FNL might be able to be considered. Therefore, it will be
incumbent upon the airport to commit to funding operation of the remote tower as an NFCT for
an undetermined period of time.
As part of the remote tower testing, the FAA will provide FAA controllers to certify the
operational readiness of the system. In addition to the FAA controllers, FNL will be required to
provide the controllers that will continue to operate the remote tower after FAA has certified the
system to provide air traffic services at FNL and to be trained on the system. At the conclusion
of the project, the airport will be required to operate the system as an NFCT, obligating them to
fund the air traffic controllers, system O&M and any cost associated with the facility until such
time as the airport may be included in the FAA FCT program.
On November 17, 2016 the Aeronautics Director met with the manager of the Northern
Colorado Regional Airport to reiterate the airport’s obligation to fund the controllers during
testing and operate the remote tower system as a NFCT until such time as they may be
accepted into the FCT program. The Airport manager verified that the airport was prepared to
assume the financial obligation of the remote tower system and fund the controller cost, post
certification.
Review of the RFI by FAA legal and contracts has been finalized and the RFI has been
published on the FAA Acquisitions Management System (AMS) website (see attached).
Interested vendors will have until January 18th to respond with proposal to install the remote
tower system. The vendor proposals will be evaluated by the FAA team against technical
requirements, ability to successfully complete the installation and obtain FAA certification of the
system.
The latest Statement of Account by the Division from the FAA dated October 18, 2016 indicated
the remaining funds to be $5,152,334.65. Meetings with the Surveillance Broadcast Services
(SBS) Program contracting officer and the NextGen Business Manager indicate the final
Statement of Accounts reflecting the SBS Program spending will indicate that there is
$5,045,984 remaining to complete the project. To date, NextGen has not charged to the
account, but that will change in the near future as the demonstration program gets started and a
vendor is selected.
This reduction in funding will have a negative impact on the ability of the program to support
additional activities such as funding the contract controllers during program testing and the
controller certification phase. The reduced funds will limit the ability of the program to support a
new or perhaps even an offsite facility for the remote tower control facility.
1.0

Program Description/Background
2
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Phase III, “Blended Airspace” is a unique NextGen concept that is the logical next step
from those begun in Phases I, II and III of the Colorado Surveillance Project to enhance
safety and optimize efficiency at selected Colorado airports.
Tasks:
1. Concept of Operations
Effort this Period: The concept of operations has been modified several times
during the Request for Information (RFI) process.
The Project Concept of Operations, which is not the same as the concept of
operations in the RFI, has remained relatively unchanged. The Project Concept
of Operations at high level consists of video surveillance for the airport surface
and track based surveillance in the local airspace. The final Concept of
Operations will reflect the functional requirements for the chosen system.
2. Concept of Use
Effort this Period: No activity this period
3.

Safety Analysis
Effort this Period: No activity this period

4. Requirements Document
Effort this Period: The requirements document was modified for inclusion in the
RFI along with the concept of operation.
There are no firm functional requirements in the RFI in an effort to foster
innovative alternative solutions.
Before an OTA is executed the vendor will be given a set of firm functional
requirements.

2.0

Project Scope

Task Narrative:
The draft RFI has been completed and published on the FAA AMS website.
This phase of the program will involve selection of a vendor to design, integrate and
implement/deploy the Blended Airspace remote airport traffic control system that will
support airport traffic control at the Northern Colorado Regional Airport (formerly Fort
Collins Loveland Municipal Airport) from a remote location. The system will utilize a
combination of various existing and new sensors to provide situational awareness of the
3
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surface and airborne traffic to the air traffic controller. The two major elements
remaining to be accomplished in this phase of the Project are:

1.

Pre-implementation
The
Request
for
Information
(RFI)
was published on November 22, 2016 by the FAA with responses due on
January 18, 2017. The RFI will be the vehicle to determine interested vendors
based on the response from industry.
Effort this Period: The RFI has been published.

2.

Vendor Selection – With publication of the RFI interested vendors will prepare
their response to the RFI. The FAA will review and evaluate the vendor
responses and technical approaches to the RFI and select the most qualified
vendor.
Effort this Period: The RFI has been published and vendors are expected to
prepare and submit questions on the RFI and schedule visits to FNL in
anticipation of preparing their responses.

4.0

Tasks Supporting the Scope of Work
William E. Payne serves as the Program Manager attending all project meetings as the
technical representative for the Division of Aeronautics to ensure that the project meets
the requirements of the Division and Colorado airports and will monitor the project
budget as necessary. William E. Payne will explore possible supplemental funding for
the project within the FAA.
Task Narrative:
Additional charges against the program by Surveillance Broadcast Services (SBS)
Program office are reflected in the latest Statement of Accounts received by the Division
of Aeronautics dated October 18, 2016, see discussion above.
It should be noted that the quarterly accounting provided to the Division by the FAA on
October 18, 2016 reflected $5,152,334.65 remaining in the Blended Airspace project
account. This amount does not reflect the final balance for funds previously expended by
SBS that have been since invoiced. As noted above, the next Statement of Account
should show a remaining balance of $5,045,984.

4.0

Pre-Implementation
Task Narrative:
THIS TASK WILL NOT BEGIN UNTIL A VENDOR IS SELECTED.
Tasks:
4.1

Evaluate the vendors’ technical approach as presented in their proposal.
4
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Effort this period: No activity this period

4.2

Participate in System and configuration design.
4.2.1

Review and approve the vendor’s proposed system configuration.
Effort this period: No activity this period

4.2.2

Attend the Post Award Conference, First Article Testing (FAT) and
Technical Interchange Meeting (TIM).
Effort this period: No activity this period

4.3

Finalize the following:
4.3.1

Concept of Operations (ConOps). The ConOps is the controlling
document describing the concept of the project and methods to support
the concept.
Effort this period: No activity this period

4.3.2

Concept of Use (ConUse) – The ConUse document describes how the
ConOps is to be used by the controllers as it relates to the Controller
Handbook (FAA Order 7110.65).
Effort this period: No activity this period

4.3.3

Requirements Documents (RD) – The RD describes a minimum set of
capabilities for the system, airport, changes and adaptations to existing
systems employed to support the ConOps.
Effort this period: No activity this period

4.3.4

Safety Risk Management Document (SRMD) – The SRMD is the
controlling document that permits the system to be operated in the NAS,
delineating hazards and the mitigation of those hazards.
Effort this period: No activity this period

4.3.5

Develop System and configuration test plan.
Effort this period: No activity this period

5
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5.0

Implementation:
Implementation Narrative:
THIS TASK WILL NOT BEGIN UNTIL A VENDOR HAS BEEN SELECTED AND THE
SITE SURVEY IS COMPLETE.

Tasks:
5.1

Program meetings and associated travel.
Effort this period: No activity this period

5.2

Vendor/FAA Site Survey
5.2.1

Attend vendor site survey activities and review final site survey report.
Effort this period: No activity this period

5.2.2

Review and approve infrastructure requirements and program (Fort
Collins) cost implications based on the site survey report.
Effort this period: No activity this period

5.3

System Implementation and Equipment Deployment.
Effort this period: No activity this period

5.4

Certification Criteria Development.
Effort this period: No activity this period

5.5

Safety Risk Management Document (SRMD): Participate in the safety Risk
Management Panel (SRMP) development of the SRMD.
5.5.1

Develop Physical Hazards Analysis (PHA).
Effort this period: No activity this period

5.5.2

Develop System/subsystem Hazard Analysis (SSHA).
Effort this period: No activity this period

5.5.3

Provide feedback to the SRMD based on PHA and SSHA compliance
with requirements.
6
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Effort this period: No activity this period
5.6

System Certification: Participate in the Certification Inspection.
Effort this period: No activity this period

5.7

Initial Operating Capability (IOC) Tasks: Attend meetings and activities leading
to IOC and meetings and activities subsequent to the Operation Readiness
Decision (ORD) and commissioning of the system.
Effort this period: No activity this period

5.8

Northern Colorado Regional Airport acceptance into the Federal Contract Tower
Program. Meet with the FAA Federal Contract tower Program manager, FAA
Policies and procedures Program Office and FAA executives to get FNL moved
to a position to be accepted into the Federal Contract tower Program. If
accepted, the cost of the controller workforce will be paid by the FAA.
Effort this period: No activity this period

6.0

Project Milestones – will correlate with FAA schedules.
Effort this period: The NextGen team has proposed high level Project milestones.

7.0

Blended Airspace Project Deliverables
7.1

Site Survey and Report – Vendor
Status:

7.2

ConOps – FAA NextGen-WEP&A
Status:

7.3

Under development.

Requirements Document – FAA NextGen
Status:

7.5

Under development.

ConUse (if required) – FAA NextGen-WEP&A
Status:

7.4

Awaiting selection of vendor.

Under development.

FAT and SAT reports – Vendor and FAA NextGen
Status:

Awaiting selection of vendor.
7
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7.6

SRMD – FAA NextGen-WEP&A
Status:

7.7

IOC and ORD activities – FAA
Status:

7.8

Pending contractor selection and project implementation.

Final written project report – WEP&A
Status:

7.9

Pending final system configuration identification.

Pending project completion.

Monthly Progress Report to the Division of Aeronautics detailing the progress on
each task and the anticipated activity moving forward.
Status:

Current and ongoing.

Section B - Unmanned Aerial Systems (UAS)
Section Narrative:
On November 15, 2016 the Aeronautic Director and I met with the manager of the of
CDOT’s Geohazards Group and their UAS operator to discuss how to add flexibility to
the current UAS operations by the group. The discussion revolved around the benefits to
operating under Part 107 in some situations instead of operating under the existing
Blanket COA. Also we discussed how best to obtain a waiver quickly when operating in
certain restricted environments such as within 5 nm of an airport.
Section C - Enhance Situational Awareness for Non-Towered Airports
Section Narrative:
This task has not yet begun.
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